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ABSTRACT
PRETRIAL RELEASE IN VIRGINIA: INVESTIGATING THE
INFLUENCE OF DEFENDANT CHARACTERISTICS AND
COMMUNITY TYPE ON PRETRIAL OUTCOME
Marie L. VanNostrand
Old Dominion University, 2000
Chair: Dr. Wolfgang Pindur

This study identified defendant characteristics that are related to pretrial outcome
(success or failure pending trial) in Virginia. The study also investigated the potential
differences in predictors across community types (Large Urban, Small Urban, Mixed, and
Rural). Identification o f factors that are predictors of outcome, as well as any differences
across community types, can assist judicial officers in making the bail decision. The bail
decision, to release or incarcerate a defendant pending trial, is a monumental one.
Judicial officers must attempt to fairly and equitably balance the rights and needs of the
defendant with those o f the public at large. The successful identification of predictors o f
pretrial outcome, if used by judicial officers, can improve bail decisions and result in an
increase to public safety, a reduction in the potential for disparity in bail decisions, the
protection of the presumption o f innocence, and an improvement in the operation of the
criminal justice system.
The Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction guided this research. This theory
states that individual defendant characteristics including current charge, criminal history,
social history, and personal characteristics, are related to pretrial outcome and should be
considered in the bail decision-making process. The research also tested the Assumption
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o f Community Differences for the first time. This assumption refers to the belief that the
predictors of pretrial outcome are different depending on the community type in which a
defendant resides.
The Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services provided the database for
this research. The database contained 1,971 valid cases with 1 dependent variable
(outcome) and 50 independent variables that were measures o f demographics, health,
community and general stability, criminal history, and community type. The cases were
collected from seven Virginia localities representing the four community types. The data
analysis consisted o f descriptive, bivariate (Chi-Square and Mann-Whitney U), and
multivariate (Binary Logistic Regression) statistics.
The Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction and the Assumption of Community
Differences were both supported. Sixteen defendant characteristics were related to
pretrial outcome. The best predictors of outcome varied across community types.
Recommendations for public policy and future research are presented.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The bail decision, the decision to release or detain a person arrested for a crime
who is presumed innocent until proven guilty, is a monumental one. How to fairly and
equitably balance the rights and needs of the accused with those o f the public at large has
been the focus o f a contentious debate for nearly a century. This study examines the
issue of the bail decision in the Commonwealth o f Virginia and investigates and
identifies factors that are relevant to the bail decision-making process. This chapter
presents background information including a brief explanation o f the pretrial period and
the bail process in Virginia, an overview o f the study, and an explanation o f the
importance of the current research.

BACKGROUND
The time frame between arrest and final disposition of the related court case is
referred to as the pretrial period. By law there are four things that can happen to a person
upon arrest in Virginia. Those arrested may be: (1) taken before a court of competent
jurisdiction for trial, (2) committed to jail pending trial, (3) admitted to bail or released on
recognizance, or (4) issued a summons requiring him to appear for trial (Code o f Virginia
§ 28.2-902). The decision to issue a summons or take the arrested person (defendant)
into custody is made by the arresting officer. A summons is often issued for what are
considered lesser offenses. If the officer decides that a summons is not sufficient to
The format for this dissertation follows current style requirements o f the Publication
Manual o f the American Psychological Association, 4th edition, Washington, D.C., 1994.
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ensure the defendant will appear in court, he must take the defendant before a judicial
officer, usually a magistrate. Although allowed for by law, the practice o f arrest in
Virginia does not include an immediate trial as an option. Generally, if a person is not
released on summons, the arresting officer takes the defendant before a judicial officer
for a bail hearing.
A judicial officer, guided by law, makes the decision to commit the defendant to
jail, admit to bail, or release on recognizance. Commitment to jail requires the defendant
to remain in jail until the final disposition of the court case. Admittance to bail or release
on recognizance allows the defendant to return to the community pending the final
disposition o f the court case. Judicial officers, magistrates or judges, make bail decisions
at the initial bail hearing and at other times throughout the pretrial period. Judges can
review and revise the bail decision at the defendant’s first court appearance (arraignment)
as well as bail hearings held at the request o f the defense attorney or the
Commonwealth’s Attorney.
Judicial officers can receive input toward the bail decision from the defense
attorney, Commonwealth’s Attorney, and pretrial services agency. Pretrial services
agencies operate in the majority of Virginia localities. One o f their primary
responsibilities is to provide defendant background investigations to judicial officers to
assist them in the bail decision-making process. The pretrial investigation includes
demographic, residence, employment, education, substance use, health, and criminal
history-related information. In addition, the pretrial services staff often makes a bail
recommendation (release or detain) to the judicial officer, based on their subjective
opinion o f the defendant’s risk of failure pending trial. Although the pretrial
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recommendation can have an influence on the bail decision, the judicial officer retains the
final decision-making authority.
The decision to release or detain is a crucial one and has a substantial impact on
the defendant and the community. Guided by laws that are discussed in detail in Chapter
II, a judicial officer must weigh the rights and needs o f the defendant against those o f the
community-at-large. A defendant who is incarcerated pending trial almost certainly
suffers financial and personal losses. Incarceration prevents a defendant from
maintaining employment and, therefore, supporting himself and his family. In addition, a
defendant who is incarcerated pending trial is unable to maintain family and social
relations and is subjected to the social stigmatization associated with incarceration. At
the same time, however, the judicial officer must balance the defendant’s considerations
with the community’s competing interest of needing assurance that the defendant will
appear in court and refrain from criminal activity while awaiting final disposition o f the
court case.

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY
A defendant can succeed or fail if released pending trial. Success or failure of a
defendant is known as the pretrial outcome. Pretrial failure can occur three ways: the
defendant fails to appear for a scheduled court appearance (FTA), the defendant is rearrested for a new offense pending trial (recidivism), or the defendant violates his or her
conditions o f release pending trial and is re-incarcerated (bail revocation). Pretrial failure
occurs when a defendant meets one or more o f the three criteria listed above. Pretrial
success occurs when none o f the three conditions of failure have been met. This study
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addresses the issue o f pretrial outcome (success or failure) for defendants pending trial in
Virginia. One focus is to identify defendant characteristics that are related to pretrial
outcome.
Arthur Beeley completed the first research to identify defendant characteristics
predictive of pretrial outcome in the 1920s. The Beeley Theory of Pretrial Risk
Prediction states that individual defendant characteristics such as current charge, criminal
history, social history (family stability, employment, residence, and personal references),
and personal characteristics (intelligence, education, personality, and habits), should be
considered in the bail decision-making process, as these appear to be related to pretrial
outcome. Numerous researchers have supported Beeley’s theory over the past 80 years.
The Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction and the supporting research that followed
served as the foundation for the current research.
In addition, localities vary considerably throughout the Commonwealth by
community type (urban, suburban, and rural), size, density, racial make-up, income ievel,
education level, and the like. Therefore, a second focus of this research is to identify
differences in factors related to pretrial outcome among defendants residing in different
community types (urban, suburban, and rural) with differing demographic characteristics.
The U.S. Department o f Justice introduced the idea that community type
influences predictors o f pretrial outcome in 1979. The Assumption of Community
Differences refers to the belief that the predictors of pretrial outcome are different
depending upon the community type in which the defendant resides. Although the
Assumption of Community Differences has never been tested, it is a long-standing
precept in the field.
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Identifying the factors that are predictors of pretrial outcome and determining
whether or not predictors vary across community types is critical to the bail decision
making process. Urban localities can be distinguished from non-urban localities in
numerous ways including geographical size, population density, financial resources,
transportation options, employment opportunities, and the characteristics o f the
population (age, race, education level, income, poverty rate, etc.). The Assumption o f
Community Differences, if valid, has far-reaching implications for bail-related public
policy. Specifically, if the nature of urban localities influences the factors that are related
to pretrial outcome, the development and application of public policy must account for
these differences in order to have effective bail-related policies in both urban and nonurban localities. This information can be used by judicial officers to improve bail
decisions (to release or detain a defendant pending trial) throughout Virginia.
Four primary research questions guide this study:
1. What individual defendant characteristics are related to pretrial outcome
(success or failure pending trial)?
2. To what extent are defendant characteristic indicators o f pretrial outcome
different among defendants living in different community types (urban,
suburban, and rural)?
3. When controlling for all other significant defendant characteristics related to
pretrial outcome, to what extent does community type predict pretrial
outcome?
4. To what extent can the same defendant characteristics be used to predict
pretrial outcome in different community types?
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This study was designed to answer these questions. A database provided by the
Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS) was used to complete the
research. The database contained 1,971 valid cases with 1 dependent variable (pretrial
outcome) and 49 independent variables that were categorized as measures o f
demographics, health, community and general stability, and criminal history. The cases
were collected from seven Virginia localities representing four community types (Large
Urban, Small Urban, Mixed, and Rural). The localities were assigned a community type
based on U.S. census data.
The data analysis consisted of descriptive statistics, bivariate statistics and the
multivariate technique of Binary Logistic Regression. The methods o f analysis were
utilized to identify the best predictors of pretrial outcome and identify differences in
predictors o f pretrial outcome across community types.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
The successful identification of factors predictive of pretrial outcome and the
determination o f the impact o f community type on pretrial outcome can be used by
judicial officers to improve bail decisions (to release or detain a defendant pending trial)
in Virginia. In addition, the information can be used to develop one or more risk
assessment instrument(s) for use in the Commonwealth o f Virginia. Such an instrument
would be administered by pretrial services agencies and provided to judicial officers to
aid them in making the bail decision. Depending on the results after testing the
Assumption o f Community Differences, more than one instrument may need to be
developed to account for the differences between the urban and non-urban localities. One
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or more objective research-driven risk assessment instruments can be used to identify a
defendant’s level of risk o f failure if released pending trial. A valid risk assessment
instrument can improve the identification of a defendant’s risk level to assist judicial
officers in making bail decisions such that: (I) “lower risk” defendants can be safely
released into the community pending trial; (2) the risk o f “moderate” and “higher” risk
defendants can be minimized by utilizing appropriate release conditions, community
resources, and/or interventions upon release; and (3) the “highest risk” defendants can be
detained pending trial.
The identification o f factors related to pretrial outcome (risk factors) along with
improved bail decisions can have additional benefits to the defendants, community, and
the criminal justice system, including:
1. Reduction in the potential for disparity in bail decisions by providing an
objective and standardized tool to assist judicial officers in the bail decision
making process.
2. Increased public safety.
3. Protection o f the presumption of innocence.
4. Expeditious court case flow.
5. Efficiently managed jail space.
6. Effective utilization of criminal justice and community resources (i.e., courts,
prosecutors, jail staff, police, community supervision, and substance abuse
and mental health services).
This study was designed to successfully identify factors predictive o f pretrial
outcome and to determine the impact of community type on pretrial outcome. This
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information can be used by judicial officers to improve bail decisions in Virginia and by
policy makers to develop effective bail-related public policy. Chapter II presents the
relevant literature consulted in designing the study. The resulting research design and
methodology are presented in Chapter III. Chapter IV provides the results o f the
research, while Chapter V concludes with a summary o f the findings and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Pretrial release and detention (bail) practices vary substantially throughout the
United States. The Commonwealth o f Virginia provides guidance and instruction on bail
decision making to judicial officers in the Code o f Virginia. Although risk prediction has
been present in this country for nearly a century, Virginia was silent on the issue until
1995. This chapter provides an explanation of bail decision-making practices in Virginia,
a review of the national literature on bail and pretrial risk prediction, and an examination
of several research-based risk prediction studies.

BAIL DECISION MAKING IN VIRGINIA
Bail development and reform in Virginia has been modeled after the federal
system, as is the case in most states in the United States. Virginia addresses the issues of
bail and pretrial release and detention through state laws, specifically, Code o f Virginia
Article 1 (§ 19.2-119 et seq.) o f Chapter 9. When a person is arrested for a crime, unless
released on summons by the arresting officer, he is taken before a judicial officer for a
bail hearing. The law requires a person be admitted to bail unless it can be shown that he
is a risk for failing to appear for any court appearance or is a danger to himself or the
public. Because the person is presumed innocent he should be assumed safe to be
released pending trial unless the government can show otherwise. The law states that “a
person who is held in custody pending trial shall be admitted to bail (released pending
trial) unless there is probable cause to believe that he will not appear for trial or hearing
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or at such other time and place as may be directed, or his liberty will constitute an
unreasonable danger to himself or the public” {Code o f Virginia § 19.2-121).
When a judicial officer is considering bail (release or detention), his decision is
guided by factors provided by law that must be considered when determining bail and
setting related terms and conditions. A judicial officer is required to set bail terms that
will reasonably assure the appearance of the defendant and assure his good behavior
pending trial {Code o f Virginia § 19.2-121). The law requires a judicial officer to take
into account the following factors when determining bail:
1. the nature and circumstances o f the offense;
2. whether a firearm is alleged to have been used in the offense;
3. the weight o f the evidence;
4. the financial resources o f the person and his ability to pay bond;
5. the character of the person including his family ties, employment, or involvement
in education;
6. his length o f residence in the community;
7. his record o f convictions;
8. his appearance at court proceedings or flight to avoid prosecution or failure to
appear at court proceedings;
9. whether the person is likely to obstruct or attempt to obstruct justice, or threaten,
injure, or intimidate, or attempt to threaten, injure, or intimidate a prospective
witness, juror, or victim; and
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10. any other information available which the court considers relevant to the
determination of whether the person is unlikely to appear for court proceedings
(Code o f Virginia § 19.2-121).
Additional guidance for judicial officers making bail decisions is offered under
the rubric of “rebuttable presumption.” Rebuttable presumption assumes that a defendant
is not safe to be released into the community unless it is proven otherwise. This differs
from the standard consideration for release in that rebuttable presumption essentially
shifts the burden o f proof from the government, who must prove a defendant is not safe
to be released because he is a danger or flight risk, to the defendant, who must prove he
can be safely released. Rebuttable presumption only applies to specific offenses a
defendant may be charged with or a combination o f the current charge(s) and the person’s
criminal history.
The law requires a judicial officer to assume a defendant is not safe to be released
if he is charged with certain serious offenses. The applicable offenses include violent,
drug, firearm, or sexual assault offenses, any offense punishable by life imprisonment or
death, any felony if he has two prior convictions for any violent offense or a crime
punishable by life or death, or for any felony if he has another felony pending. The law
states that “the judicial officer shall presume, subject to rebuttal, that no condition or
combination of conditions will reasonably assure the appearance o f the person or the
safety of the public if the person is charged w ith...” the following:
1. An act o f violence which includes: first and second degree murder, voluntary
manslaughter, mob-related felonies, kidnapping, abduction, malicious
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felonious assault, malicious bodily wounding, robbery, carjacking, most
felony criminal sexual assaults, and arson;
2. An offense for which the maximum sentence is life imprisonment or death',
3. Drug offenses including the manufacturing, selling, giving, distributing or
possessing with intent to manufacture, sell, give or distribute a controlled
substance or an imitation controlled substance; transporting controlled
substances into the Commonwealth; distribution o f certain drugs to persons
under eighteen; and the sale of drugs on or near certain properties such as a
school, school bus, recreation or community center or library, and any state
hospital. These offenses are contingent upon the maximum term o f
imprisonment penalty being 10 years or more and the person having
previously been convicted o f a like offense or as a “drug kingpin”;
4. Firearm offenses including the possession of a firearm, stun weapon, or other
weapon on school property; possession or transportation o f firearms or
concealed weapons by convicted felons; and possession o f firearms while in
possession o f certain controlled substances. These offenses are contingent
upon a penalty that provides for a minimum, mandatory sentence;
5. Any felony if the person has been convicted of two or more offenses
described in sections 1 and 2 listed above;
6. Any felony charge while the person is on release pending trial for a prior
felony or on release pending imposition or execution o f a sentence or appeal
o f sentence or conviction; and
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7. Felony sexual assault including carnal knowledge o f a child between thirteen
and fifteen years of age when the offense is committed by a person over the
age of eighteen; carnal knowledge o f certain minors; aggravated sexual
battery; crimes against nature; adultery or fornication with one’s own child or
grandchild; taking indecent liberties with a child; and conspiracy to commit
any of the listed offenses. These offenses are contingent upon the person
having previously been convicted of any listed offense and the judicial officer
finding probable cause to believe that the accused person committed the
offense charged. {Code o f Virginia § 19.2-120)
If it is determined that bail is appropriate, the judicial officer must set conditions
of bail. Guidance is given to judicial officers regarding appropriate conditions of bail and
there is a wide array o f options available. The Code o f Virginia outlines the bail
condition options and allows a judicial officer to impose one or more conditions related
to the following: pretrial supervision; restrictions on travel, residence or contact with
specified persons; employment or education; prohibitions against weapons, drugs, or
alcohol; and any other condition deemed necessary to assure good behavior pending trial.
The bail condition options are outlined as follows:
1. Place the person in the custody and supervision o f a designated person,
organization, or a pretrial services agency;
2. Place restrictions on the travel, association, or place o f abode o f the person
during the period o f release, and restrict contacts with household members for
a period not to exceed seventy-two hours;
3. Require the execution o f an unsecured bond;
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4. Require the execution o f a secure bond which at the option o f the accused
shall be satisfied with sufficient solvent sureties, or the deposit of cash in lieu
thereof;
5. Require that the person do any or all o f the following: (a) maintain
employment or, if unemployed, actively seek employment; (b) maintain or
commence an educational program; (c) avoid all contact with an alleged
victim of the crime and with any potential witness who may testify concerning
the offense; (d) comply with a specified curfew; (e) refrain from possessing a
firearm, destructive device, or other dangerous weapon; (f) refrain from
excessive use of alcohol, or use of any illegal drug or any controlled substance
not prescribed by a health care provider; and (g) submit to testing for drugs
and alcohol until the final disposition o f his case; or
6. Impose any other condition deemed reasonably necessary to assure
appearance as required, and to assure his good behavior pending trial,
including a condition requiring that the person return to custody after
specified hours or be placed on home electronic incarceration. (Code o f
Virginia § 19.2-123)
Upon satisfaction o f the terms o f bail, the defendant is released pending trial. One
of the options, condition 4, requires a defendant to post financial surety through the use
o f property or cash. A defendant may use the services of a private bondsman to post the
surety if he does not have the amount necessary for bond. Under the commercial bail
bonding system, a defendant pays a percentage of the bond amount, typically 10 percent,
which is a non-refundable fee in exchange for the bondsman posting the full bond amount
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on behalf of the defendant. The bondsman providing the surety is then responsible to
ensure the defendant appears in court or face forfeiture o f the total bond amount to the
court. Although there are many release condition options available to judicial officers,
the monetary bail system found in the surety bail condition is heavily relied on.
The direction given to judicial officers for making bail decisions has arguably
developed and improved over time. The Virginia guidelines are the most robust they
have ever been. However, even with direction as to what factors should be considered
when determining bail and what charges constitute a rebuttable presumption, there
remains a tremendous amount o f subjectivity in the bail decision-making process. The
law does not provide information as to how much weight should be given to each factor
nor to what combination o f factors may result in failure if released pending trial.
Another concern regarding bail is the heavy reliance on the monetary bail system
and its inherent disparity and potential for discrimination. A bail condition based on
one’s ability to pay and/or own property has an adverse impact on the economically
disadvantaged: defendants who can afford to pay are released while those without
adequate financial resources remain in jail. Thus, the subjectivity in bail decisions and a
heavy reliance on a monetary bail system to secure pretrial release raise grave concerns
over undue risks to public safety and the potential for disparity and discrimination in the
bail decision-making process.
The Virginia General Assembly recognized these concerns with the passage o f the
Pretrial Services Act effective July 1, 1995. The purpose o f the act is to “provide more
effective protection o f society by establishing programs which will assist judicial officers
in discharging their duties pursuant to Article 1 (§ 19.2-119 et seq.) o f Chapter 9”
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(admission to bail, fixing terms o f bail, conditions o f release, etc,). “Such programs are
intended to provide better information and services for use by judicial officers in
determining the risk to public safety and the assurance of appearance o f persons held in
custody and charged with an offense, other than an offense punishable by death, who are
pending trial or hearing” (Code o f Virginia § 19.2-152.2).
In addition, the act mandates the Virginia Department o f Criminal Justice
Services to “develop risk assessment and other instruments to be used by pretrial services
programs in assisting judicial officers in discharging their duties pursuant to Article 1
(§ 19.2-119 et seq.) of Chapter 9” (Code o f Virginia § 19.2-152.3). The General
Assembly acknowledged the benefits o f identifying more specific and measurable factors
related to pretrial outcome (risk factors) when it mandated the development o f an
instrument by law. The first step toward identifying pretrial risk factors for Virginia is to
review the related research in the field. We will now turn to a review o f the literature in
the areas of bail and pretrial risk prediction.

BAIL AND PRETRIAL RISK PREDICTION
Historically, the principle mechanism used in this country to release a defendant
pending trial has been the monetary bail system. Monetary bail can be generally defined
as the fixing of a dollar amount that must be posted by a defendant to secure his or her
release while awaiting trial (Goldkamp, 1979). Heavy criticism o f the monetary bail
system began in the early 1900s.
The first generally recognized bail and pretrial release study was conducted in
Chicago in the 1920s by Professor Arthur Beeley. Concerned w ith the inequities of the
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monetary bail system, Beeley investigated whether more defendants could be released
from jail, without a monetary bail condition, who would appear for trial. He analyzed a
random sample of 170 defendants detained prior to trial in the Cook County jail due to
their inability to post a surety bond. Background information was collected on the
defendants from records and defendant interviews and included current charge, social
history (family stability, employment, residence, previous criminal record, and personal
references), and personal characteristics (intelligence, education, personality, and habits).
He then classified defendants into “dependables” and “undependables,” those likely to
appear for required court dates and those unlikely to appear. Beeley completed the
classifications based on the assumption that release and detention were predicated on the
likelihood a defendant would appear for trial; risk to public safety was not a consideration
at that time. He determined that 28 percent of the sample could have been released on
non-secure conditions o f release and appeared for trial (Beeley, 1966).
Beeley found that most defendants remained in jail pending trial primarily due to
their inability to meet the financial conditions o f bail. He reported that the amount o f bail
set was arbitrary and did not take into account other relevant factors such as the social
history, personal characteristics, or financial circumstances o f the defendant. Beeley
believed that bail was set primarily dependent on the nature o f the current offense
charged, a practice that was inefficient and unfair at best (Beeley, 1966).
Beeley concluded that individual defendant characteristics, along with other
factors, were related to pretrial outcome and therefore that bail decision-making should
be more individualized by considering not only the offense charged, but also individual
defendant characteristics. Beeley’s theory that individual characteristics could aid in
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predicting pretrial outcome was never formally named; however, for the purposes o f this
research it will be called the “Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction.” This theory
stands as the foundation o f bail reform and spawned a revolution in bail reform that
continues today.
Following the release of Beeley’s findings, Morse and Beattie (1932) completed a
study in Portland, Oregon. They studied the flow of felony cases through the court
system, including bail-setting practices, for all felony cases during 1927 and 1928
(n = 1,771). Morse and Beattie discovered that approximately 70 percent of all felony
defendants were detained pending trial, 20 percent were released after posting bail, and 8
percent were released on their own recognizance. They determined that bail amounts
seemed to correspond with the severity of the offense charged and that the amount o f bail
generally determined whether a defendant was released pending trial. In addition, Morse
and Beattie reported that pretrial status (released or detained) and bond amount were
correlated with case disposition; the likelihood of conviction and the severity of the
sentence were greater depending on the pretrial status and bond amount. It should be
noted that these conclusions were made based on a review o f the pretrial status and bond
amount and did not take into account defendant characteristics and other factors that may
have influenced the bail decision. Nevertheless, the idea that detention and bond
amounts affected case disposition raised a new area o f concern for bail-setting practices.
Caleb Foote conducted the next landmark studies regarding bail during the 1950s
in Philadelphia and New York. Foote’s findings generally supported the Beeley Theory
of Pretrial Risk Prediction, along with the findings o f Morse and Beattie. Foote
concluded that there was a reliance on financial release conditions, based on the charged
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offense, without consideration to individual defendant characteristics. In addition to
supporting previous findings, Foote reported a correlation between pretrial status
(released or detained) and court case outcome and disposition. He found that pretrial
detention due to an inability to post bond increased the likelihood o f a defendant’s
conviction and the severity o f the sentence (Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). Therefore, not
only was there disparity and a potential for discrimination surrounding the bail decision;
this disparity also increased the likelihood of conviction and the severity o f the penalty
for the crime.
Together Beeley, Morse and Beattie, and Foote raised two major issues related to
bail practices. The first issue was that decisions to release or detain defendants were
primarily made by considering the severity of the current offense. This raised concerns
not only over the effectiveness o f bail practices but also the fairness in accessing pretrial
release contingent on a person’s financial status. The second issue identified was the
additional negative impact and unfair influence a person’s pretrial status had on the
outcome and disposition o f the case (the likelihood o f conviction and the severity o f the
punishment). These concerns drew attention to the inadequacies o f bail practices, the
inequities in the bail decision-making process, and the disparity and potential for
discrimination in bail decisions. The proposed solution to the injustices and inequities
lies in the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction, which proposes consideration of
individual defendant characteristics and other factors when considering bail, and
recommends non-monetary forms o f release pending trial.
Due to the works o f the authors listed above, concern over the subjectivity o f bail
decisions and the related disparity grew between the 1920s and 1960s. In the mid-1950s
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specific concerns were raised about the potential for racial and class inequity (Feeley,
1983). Another notable factor contributing to the concern with bail decisions at that time
was the rise of the jail population, specifically the high numbers o f people pending trial.
The findings o f the studies discussed previously, as well as other research conducted in
the field, suggested economic discrimination and led to an interest among policy makers
in determining which defendant characteristics, if any, were empirically linked to pretrial
outcome (Albonetti, Hauser, Hagan, & Nagel, 1989).
The first major bail reform initiative was launched in 1961 with the Vera
Foundation’s “Manhattan Bail Project” (Ares, Rankin, & Sturz, 1963; Jones &
Goldkamp, 1991; Tobolowsky & Quinn, 1993). The Manhattan Bail Project was
initiated by Louis Schweitzer with the purpose of determining whether non-financial
methods of pretrial release were as effective as money bail (cash or surety) in assuring
court appearance. Based on the Beeley Theory of Pretrial Risk Prediction, the Vera
Foundation (now the Vera Institute o f Justice) tested a set o f hypothesized variables,
which they postulated would be the best predictors o f pretrial outcome (success or failure
pending trial). A defendant was considered successful for the purposes o f this research if
he appeared for all required court appearances. The proposed variables included
measures of prior criminal record, family ties, employment or school status, and
residence. In addition, since the information was obtained from a personal interview, the
researcher was allowed to use discretion in making a decision about whether the
defendant would appear in court if granted pretrial release (outcome). The variables were
used to develop a “point scale” (risk instrument) that was used to predict success and
failure pending trial.
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The researchers claimed the project to be a success with the results showing that
when ties to the community and prior record are considered, many pretrial defendants can
be safely released without surety bail (Thomas, 1976). This was also an indication that
community ties and prior record are related to pretrial outcome, just as Beeley had
theorized some 40 years before.
Spurred by the success o f the Manhattan Bail Project, numerous jurisdictions
throughout the country developed similar bail projects. By 1972, about 100 such
programs were in operation, most o f which employed a Vera-like point scale. In 1978,
the American Justice Institute with the National Council on Crime and Delinquency
completed a survey regarding point scales, also called classification or risk instruments.
This survey revealed that many jurisdictions adopted the Vera scale without conducting
independent research on the relationship between characteristics o f pretrial outcome and
the local defendant population. Questions were raised as to the applicability of the risk
factors and the point scales developed in jurisdictions where the defendant population and
community characteristics may be substantially different from the one in which the
instrument was originally developed. Two common problems associated with adopting
and adapting the Vera scale were the lack o f a research base and the failure to address
concerns beyond failure to appear, specifically danger to the community. For this reason,
a primary recommendation o f the report was that pretrial agencies develop a local
research capacity and that local research be completed to identify pretrial risk factors to
predict pretrial outcome (U.S. Department o f Justice, 1979).
The survey discussed above was the first to raise the issue o f risk factor validity
between localities with differing characteristics (community types). In suggesting that
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risk factors may be different in jurisdictions with differing characteristics and making a
primary recommendation o f developing local research capacity to identify locally valid
risk factors, the report proposes that the community type influences the risk factors that
are predictive of pretrial outcome. Since the report was published in 1979, the literature
has been nearly silent on the issue. Although not clearly expressed in the literature, there
is an underlying assumption in the field of pretrial services that community type is related
to pretrial risk. This is evidenced by the number of studies conducted that attempt to
identify risk factors that are specific to one locality. To date there has been no research
that addresses the issue o f pretrial risk beyond one locality.
The Beeley Theory of Pretrial Risk Prediction addresses the influence o f
defendant characteristics on pretrial outcome but does not extend to whether those
characteristics are different depending on the community type. An underlying
assumption in the field is that risk factors identified in one locality cannot be used in
another locality to predict pretrial outcome because they may not be valid. This
assumption has been practiced in the field, yet it has never been tested. This assumption,
which I have labeled the “Assumption of Community Differences,” refers to the belief
that defendant risk factors are different based upon the community type in which a
defendant resides. Although the identification o f pretrial risk factors has not been studied
on a multi-jurisdictional (various community types) basis, significant research has been
done that examines risk prediction for individual localities.
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RESEARCH-BASED RISK PREDICTION STUDIES
Research-based identification o f pretrial risk factors and the development of risk
prediction instruments for individual localities began during the late 1970s and continues
today. Many jurisdictions across the United States have used sophisticated statistics and
research methods to identify valid pretrial risk factors for specific localities. Reviews o f
three studies are provided as examples of the types o f research conducted, the methods
used to identify risk factors, and the factors identified as being related to pretrial
outcome. The studies reviewed were selected due to the quality o f the research and the
significant contribution the research made to the field o f study.
The first research-based study completed after Vera was the Philadelphia Bail
Experiment conducted by Goldkamp and Gottfredson between 1978 and 1983. The study
sought to determine whether the identification of risk factors and the use of pretrial
guidelines could offer a framework for bail decisions and improve the overall rationality,
equity, and effectiveness (measured by appearance rates, pretrial crime, and detention) of
bail decisions in Philadelphia. The study involved a lengthy period o f policy review and
an empirical study o f bail practices that included an analysis o f judicial bail decisions.
Statistical methods including logit analysis and regression procedures were used to
identify correlates with pretrial outcome. These factors were used to develop a guideline
matrix. The risk factors included in the guideline were: charge type, recent arrest (within
three years), combination o f charge type and recent arrest, pending charge, willful failure
to appear “FTA” (in last 3 years), whether the defendant was over 44 years of age, a
combination o f over 44 years o f age and prior FTAs, and whether there was a telephone
where the defendant resides (Goldkamp & Harris, 1994). Table 1 shows the factors
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related to pretrial outcome and the corresponding relationship to pretrial failure. “Higher
Risk” indicates a relationship between the factor and failure pending trial. In this
instance a defendant is at a higher risk of failure pending trial. “Lower Risk” indicates a
relationship between the factor and pretrial success. In this instance a defendant is at a
lower risk of failure pending trial.

Table 1
Philadelphia Bail Experiment 1983: Factors and Their Relationship to Pretrial Failure
Factors

Higher Risk

Lower Risk

Charge type 1—serious person, sex, non-narcotic drug
X

offense
Charge type 2—property, narcotic drug;

X

Charge type 3—miscellaneous charges

X

Recent arrest(s) (within last 3 years)

X

Charge type 1 and recent arrest(s)

X

Pending charge(s)

X

Prior FTA(s) (within last 3 years)

X

Over 44 years o f age
Over 44 years of age and prior FTA(s)

X
X

Telephone in residence

X

The Philadelphia study has been revised and validated numerous times over the
past 15 years. The most recent validation study, completed in 1997, identified the
following factors as being related to pretrial outcome: charge type, crime against person
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charge, recent arrest(s) (within last three years), type o f current arrest, prior willful failure
to appear (FTA), living with spouse or child, completed high school or GED, and
telephone in residence (Goldkamp, Harris, & White, 1997). Table 2 shows the factors
related to pretrial outcome and the corresponding relationship to pretrial failure.
Table 2
Philadelphia Bail Experiment Revised 1997: Factors and Their Relationship to Pretrial
Failure
Factors

Higher Risk

Lower Risk

Charge type 1—Manufacture, dist., possess with intent to distribute
drugs, burglary, robbery, unauthorized use o f auto, retail theft

X

Charge type 2— Possession of drugs, simple assault, threats, theft,
attempted theft, theft by deception, receive stolen property

X

Charge type 3—Aggravated assault, driving under influence, carrying
X

firearms, murder, rape, all others
Crime against person charge
Recent arrests (within last 3 years)

X
X
X

Type o f arrest— Bench warrant only
Type o f arrest—New charges or new charges and bench warrant

X

Prior willful failure to appear

X

Lives with spouse or child

X

Completed high school or GED

X

Telephone in residence

X
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Pinellas County, Florida, completed the second research-based study considered
here. A research consultant, Matthew McCauley, conducted the study in order to provide
more consistency in bail decisions in Pinellas County. The sample for the study
consisted of 600 cases— 500 randomly selected and 100 targeted cases that were closed
unsuccessfully—o f defendants released on supervised release on own recognizance
(ROR). The sample constituted approximately 10 percent o f the pretrial supervision
cases between May 1993 and March 1995. The data used were taken from case
supervision files. For the purposes of this study, a defendant was classified as a pretrial
failure if he failed to appear for court, was arrested for a new offense pending trial, or if
he failed to appear and was arrested for a new offense pending trial. The identification of
risk factors was achieved through the use of PROBIT, an advanced statistical technique
using a logistic regression model (LOGIT). Three individual models were run and the
factors correlated with pretrial outcome determined (McCauley, 1995). Table 3 shows
the statistically significant correlations between the factors examined and the three
measures of failure: FT A only, re-arrest only, and FT A and re-arrest.
Based on the data analysis, a risk instrument for Pinellas County Pretrial Services
was developed. The factors included in the instrument and their relationship to pretrial
failure can be found in Table 4 (McCauley, 1995).
It should be noted that the findings of this study could not be generalized to the
entire pretrial population in Pinellas County because the sample consisted of only those
defendants released under the supervision of the pretrial services program. Nevertheless,
the statistical methods and correlations found remain beneficial when designing a like
study.
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Table 3
Pinellas County, Florida: Factors and Their Relationship to Three Measures o f Pretrial
Failure
FTA

Re-arrest

FTA &

only

only

re-arrest

Prior rejection for ROR

X

X

Prior ROR

X

X

Being charged with a crime against person offense

X

X

Being charged with a drug offense

X

X

Factors

Employment status at time o f arrest
Prior substance abuse
Current substance abuse

X

X
X

X

X

On probation at time o f arrest

X

Number of prior misdemeanor convictions

X

X

Number of prior felony arrests

X

X

Number of prior felony convictions

X

X

X

X

Number of prior felony convictions in the past 5
years
Prior misdemeanor FT A

X

X

Prior felony FTA

X

X
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Table 4
Pinellas County, Florida: Factors and Their Relationship to Pretrial Failure
Factors

Higher Risk

Current and prior substance abuse

X

Prior felony arrests

X

Prior felony convictions

X

Prior felony convictions in the past 5 years

X

Prior misdemeanor convictions

X

Prior ROR or rejection of ROR

X

Charge type is drug

X

Prior misdemeanor or felony FTA

X

On probation at the time o f the arrest

X

Lower Risk

Currently employed

X

Charge type is crime against a person

X

Harris County, Texas, completed the third study considered here with their first
Bail Classification Profile Project in 1993 (Project 93), funded by Harris County and the
State Justice Institute. The goal o f Project 93 was to identify pretrial risk factors and
develop a risk instrument that could aid judicial officers in making bail decisions. The
project set out to estimate the degree o f risk involved in releasing a defendant, with
particular attention paid to the risk of failure to appear and the risk of future criminal
activity. It was hoped that the resulting instrument would enable policymakers to better
balance the competing concerns o f public safety, public opinion, court mandates, costeffective use o f system resources, and justice (Cuvelier & Potts, 1997).
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The researchers began by analyzing the existing instrument, which was adapted
from the Vera point scale. Analysis o f the adapted instrument revealed that although the
tool had a lengthy history and intuitive appeal, it had little predictive capability (Cuvelier
& Potts, 1997). The researchers then set out to identify pretrial risk factors by using a
number of bivariate techniques and the multivariate technique o f logistic regression. The
factors identified were used to develop a new risk assessment instrument, which was
introduced on January 1, 1993. The factors used in the instrument and their relationship
to pretrial failure can be found in Table 5 (Cuvelier & Potts, 1993).
Table 5
Harris County, Texas: Factors and Their Relationship to Pretrial Failure
Factors

Higher Risk

Lower Risk

Owns an automobile

X

Telephone present in residence

X

Full time employed, homemaker or student

X

Defendant lives alone or with his/her spouse and/or child

X

Under 21 years old

X

Prior failure to appeaifs)

X

Prior misdemeanor conviction(s)

X

Prior felony conviction(s)

X

A reassessment of the tool was completed in 1995 (Project 96) in an attempt to
measure the effectiveness o f the instrument and make any changes deemed necessary.
The assessment found that the overall pretrial failure rate for all types of release (cash
bail, surety bail, and supervised release) was 11.02 percent in 1995, a rate that was
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substantially lower than the 39 percent national average. The findings of Project 96
indicated that the risk factors used in the instrument performed satisfactorily and
provided reliable risk classification information; thus, no changes were recommended to
the instrument (Cuvelier & Potts, 1997). It should be noted that the pretrial failure rate
for Harris County prior to Project 93 implementation was not provided, therefore, the
exact change in the pretrial failure rate is unknown. Also, it is not known if there were
other initiatives in place that were intended to decrease the pretrial failure rate (rival
explanations). What is clear, however, is that the pretrial failure rate is extremely low,
less than one-third the national average. It is reasonable to believe that Project 93 had an
impact on the pretrial failure rate.
The studies reviewed were completed to identify factors that were predictive of
pretrial outcome. Factors that were related to outcome were labeled as higher or lower
risk based on their relationship to pretrial failure, specifically, whether the presence of the
factor increased or decreased the likelihood a defendant would fail pending trial. The
factors identified as being the best predictors of pretrial outcome varied; however, they
were all measures o f one o f the following: current charge, pending charges, criminal
justice status at the time o f the arrest, prior arrests and/or convictions, employment,
education, residence, transportation, substance use, and age. These factors are similar to
those espoused by Beeley for the first time in the early 1900s.
In summary, bail and pretrial release practices have been controversial for nearly
a century. Arthur Beeley brought the inequities, disparity, and potential for
discrimination in pretrial release practices to light in the 1920s. Beeley’s findings were
supported by researchers who followed and continue to be supported in recent times.
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Beeley offered a solution to many o f the problems stemming from bail practices,
specifically, the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction. Beeley theorized, as others
have confirmed, that consideration o f defendant characteristics and other factors can be
used not only to predict pretrial outcome, but also to reduce the injustices inherent in
many pretrial release and detention practices. Beeley’s theory remains the foundation for
bail reform efforts and for the development o f revised bail practices today.
Based on the Beeley Theory of Pretrial Risk Prediction, the findings of studies
conducted in the area o f locality-specific pretrial risk prediction, and the guidance
provided by the Code o f Virginia, this study was developed to identify factors predictive
o f pretrial outcome in Virginia. In addition to identifying risk factors, the research
addresses for the first time the issue raised more than 20 years ago as to whether or not
community type has an influence on defendant pretrial risk factors. This research can be
distinguished from studies completed previously because it tests the Assumption of
Community Differences, a long-standing assumption in the field that has never been
tested.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN

This study was designed, based on the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction,
to identify defendant characteristics that are related to pretrial outcome. In addition, the
Assumption of Community Differences is tested for the first time. The Virginia
Department of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS) provided the database used for the
research.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Four primary research questions were developed to identify defendant
characteristics that are related to pretrial outcome and to determine the impact of
community type on pretrial outcome:
1. What individual defendant characteristics are related to pretrial outcome
(success or failure pending trial)?
2. To what extent are defendant characteristic indicators o f pretrial outcome
different among defendants living in different community types (urban,
suburban, and rural)?
3. When controlling for all other significant defendant characteristics related to
pretrial outcome, to what extent does community type predict pretrial
outcome?
4. To what extent can the same defendant characteristics be used to predict
pretrial outcome in different community types?
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Finding answers to these questions will provide judicial officers with crucial
information that can be used during the bail decision-making process. As discussed
previously, bail decisions have a substantial impact on defendants as well as on the
community as a whole.

Sample
The database, provided by DCJS, contained data from a sample o f defendants
arrested in select Virginia localities between July 1, 1998 and June 30, 1999. The
defendants were arrested in one o f seven localities: Hampton, Fredericksburg,
Spotsylvania, Emporia, Brunswick, Sussex, and Greensville. The localities included in
the database vary substantially in community characteristics including the following:
community type (urban, rural, suburban); the number of persons, households, and
families; sex; race; median family income; percentage o f people below the poverty level;
and education level (see Appendix A).
A sample was taken o f defendants arrested in the seven localities during the lyear period. Because it was financially prohibitive to interview every defendant arrested
during the year, a sampling procedure was used to account for variances in arrest due to
time o f day, day o f week, month, and season. A data collection schedule was followed
that collected data through defendant interviews and official records in 48-hour
increments, rotating days o f the week throughout the year (see Appendix B). The
defendants included in the database were adults (18 years or older or juveniles previously
certified as adults by the Court) arrested for one or more jailable offense(s) (Class I and II
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misdemeanors, unclassified misdemeanors [M9] that carry a penalty o f jail time, and all
felonies).
The sampling procedure resulted in an original sample of 2,348 cases from all
seven localities. O f these cases, less than 1 percent (21) were still in pretrial status 10
months after the end o f the data collection period. Because they were still in pretrial
status they could not be assigned a case outcome o f success or failure. Fifteen percent
(355) of the cases were never released pending trial, therefore, the database coded
outcome o f success was biased because the defendants were never released pending trial.
Additionally, one case could not be classified as a success or failure due to the death o f
the defendant pending trial. These cases were removed from the sample, for a final
sample o f 1,971 cases (84%) with valid outcomes.

Data Collection
An interview/investigation form was used to ensure collection of all data elements
(see Appendix C). A Microsoft Access database was used to ensure the appropriate
information was collected in a consistent and standardized format (see Appendix D). A
standard operating procedure (SOP) manual was used and staff trained in accordance
with the SOP to ensure consistency and accuracy at all seven localities. The SOP
included the following: an overview of the project, the interview/investigation form with
corresponding guidelines, variable definitions and database guidelines (see Appendix E),
instructions for database system navigation, and a copy o f the Code o f Virginia as a
reference. The localities followed the identical data collection schedule, data collection
format, database for data storage, and SOP.
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Defendants were taken to a central location after arrest and appeared before a
magistrate for a bail hearing. A pretrial investigator interviewed each defendant
identified as part o f the sample and captured the required information. Interviews were
conducted when a defendant was taken to the appropriate location for a bail hearing,
usually before seeing the magistrate. Face-to-face interviews were completed in
Hampton, Fredericksburg, and Spotsylvania while video teleconferencing equipment was
used to complete interviews for Emporia, Greensville, Sussex, and Brunswick. The
defendants were required to give references regarding residence, employment, and other
information needing verification. Upon completion of the interview, while the defendant
was being seen by the magistrate for a bail hearing, calls were made to verify the
information whenever possible.
In addition to personal interviews, information was gathered from arrest warrants,
criminal history records (i.e., Virginia Criminal Information Network [VCIN],
Department o f Motor Vehicles [DMV], National Criminal Information Center [NCIC],
local police records), and court records. Once the interview and related investigation
information was completed the relevant information was entered into the database. The
investigator continued to track the court case until the final disposition through the use of
court and other official records to determine the outcome and related disposition. A
criminal record check (VCIN, DMV, NCIC) was completed 60 days after the final case
disposition in order to identify any new arrest pending trial. All required information was
entered into the database used for analysis.
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Data Cleaning and Review
A procedure manual was developed by DCJS for the standardized review and
cleaning of the database (see Appendix F). The manual included instructions for running
frequencies and identifying missing data, potentially erroneous data (logical
inconsistencies), and outlier variable responses. These procedures were followed during
data review and cleaning to ensure the highest quality data. Based on these procedures
and a review o f frequencies, the data were determined to be reliable and accurate.

Variables
Table 6 lists the 50 variables used for analysis contained in the DCJS database.
Outcome, defined as success or failure pending trial, is the single dependent variable. A
defendant was classified as a “failure” pending trial if he failed to appear for a scheduled
court appearance, was re-arrested for a new offense pending trial, and/or he violated his
conditions o f release pending trial and was re-incarcerated. If none o f these events
occurred the defendant was classified as a “success.” There are 49 variables classified as
independent variables, which have been clustered into groups as follows: demographics,
health, community and general stability, and criminal history. These variables were
collected based on prior literature and consultation with various experts in the field.
They are a comprehensive representation o f potential predictors o f pretrial outcome.
The Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction states that defendant characteristics
can be used to predict pretrial outcome. Guided by this theory, the 49 independent
variables in the study relate to demographic characteristics, physical and mental health,
substance abuse, residence, transportation, employment and school status, income, the
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charge(s) against the defendant, and criminal history. These variables were used to
identify the defendant characteristics that are related to pretrial outcome. Original
variable values and corresponding definitions can be found in Appendix E.
A new variable, “community type,” was created in the database. The new
variable of “community type” is used to test the Assumption o f Community Differences.
There are four different community types:
1. “Large Urban” represented by Hampton,
2. “Small Urban” represented by Fredericksburg,
3. “Mixed” (urban/suburban/rural) represented by Spotsylvania, and
4.

“Rural” represented by Emporia, Brunswick, Sussex, and Greensville.

Table 6
Database Variables
Dependent Variable

Outcome (success or failure pending trial)

Independent Variable(s)
Demographics

Age, sex, race, number o f dependents, number of dependents living
with the defendant, marital status, primary language, able to read
English, able to write English, education level

Health

Physical/mental—current mental health problems, current physical
health problems, current mental and physical health treatment
Substance abuse—current alcohol abuse, prior alcohol abuse, current
drug abuse, prior drug abuse, current drug or alcohol treatment
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Table 6 Continued
Community and General

Residence— fixed address, home phone, length o f time at current

Stability

address, length o f time in area, length o f time in state, number of
address changes in the last 24 months
Transportation— vehicle access, public transportation access
Employment—currently employed, length of employment, number
o f months employed in last 24 months
Student—currently a student, number o f months a student in last 24
months
Income— other sources of income, net monthly income

Criminal History

Current charge(s)—number of charges, charge category, charge type
Current status—outstanding warrants, pending charges, community
supervision
Prior history—criminal history, flight/escape, supervision
revocation, number o f misdemeanor convictions, number of felony
convictions, number of misdemeanor convictions in last 5 years,
number o f felony convictions in last 5 years, number o f failures to
appear, number o f violent convictions, number o f drug convictions

The community types were determined based data from the U.S. Census Bureau (see
Appendix A). The community types are referred to as Large Urban, Small Urban, Mixed,
and Rural from this point forward.
The Assumption o f Community Differences states that community type
influences the factors that are related to pretrial outcome. In addition to the census data
provided in Appendix A, the community types have other distinguishing characteristics
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worth noting. A brief description o f each community type is provided to demonstrate the
numerous differences between community types beyond census-related information.
The Large Urban community is located in the southeastern part o f the state, 77
miles southeast of the state capital. The community spans 52 square miles with a
population density o f 2,582 persons per square mile. There are two military bases within
this community, an Army base and an Air Force base. The Air Force base is the largest
employer with nearly 10,000 civilian and military employees annually. This community
also has six colleges and universities including one community college, four private and
one public university. Two of the private universities are remote campuses for out-ofstate universities and are located on the Air Force base. The Large Urban community has
bus public transportation providing passenger service within and outside its boundaries.
In addition, there is one jail that is dedicated to serving the community. As o f December
1999, the jail had 468 approved bed spaces with an average capacity o f 338 inmates per
day.
The Small Urban community is located in the north central part o f the state, 57
miles north of the state capital. The community is 10 square miles with a population
density of 1,810 persons per square mile. The Small Urban community is adjacent to the
Mixed community and shares many resources. The largest employer is a healthcarerelated business employing nearly 3,000 people annually. This community has one
private college and one private university. Bus public transportation provides passenger
service within and outside its boundaries. There is also passenger rail service to points
north and south o f the community as well as an express rail that operates weekday
commuter rail service to the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. Nearly 50 percent o f
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the employment pool in the Small Urban community and the adjacent Mixed community
commute to work in the D.C. metropolitan area. In addition, there is one jail that serves
the Small Urban and Mixed communities as well as one other locality. As of December
1999, the jail had 114 approved bed spaces with an average capacity o f 367 inmates per
day.
Adjacent to the Small Urban community in the northern part o f the state, the
Mixed community has quickly become known as an extended suburb o f the D.C.
metropolitan area. This community is 401 square miles with a population density o f 143
persons per square mile. The largest employer is a financial institution with nearly 1,200
employees. There is one community college serving this community. Bus public
transportation provides passenger service to a relatively small portion o f the population
with a large portion remaining without public transportation services. Nearly 50 percent
o f the employment pool commutes to the D.C. metropolitan area; many o f the commuters
utilize the express rail system located in the nearby Small Urban community.
The Rural community is located in the south central part of the state, 64 miles
south of the state capital. This community is made up o f four localities with similar
characteristics. The localities range in size including 7, 296, 491, and 566 square miles
with population densities of 770, 30, 21, and 28 respectively. The largest employer in the
Rural community is a state correctional institution that employs nearly 1,000 people
annually. Approximately 5 percent of the land in this area is used for farming, while the
remainder is considered to be a non-farming rural area. There are no public
transportation services in any of the localities making up this community nor any higher
education facilities. There are three small jail facilities with capacities o f 28, 24, and 100
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jail bed spaces serving the Rural community. As o f December 1999, these facilities had
populations o f 38, 38, and 130 respectively.
The descriptions o f the community types combined with the U.S. census data
clearly demonstrate the numerous and substantial differences between the four
community types. It was differences similar to these that led to the Assumption of
Community Differences. The variable community type (Large Urban, Small Urban,
Mixed, and Rural) was used to test the Assumption of Community Differences.

DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis was completed using SPSS 10.0.5 software. SPSS is a robust
statistical software package that contains all the necessary analytical tools required for the
data analysis.
Exploratory data analysis was conducted on the database. As a result o f this
analysis some recoding was undertaken. The recoding strategy can be found in Appendix
G, including the variables and related values used in the analysis.

Statistical Techniques
The dependent variable “outcome,” pretrial success or failure, is nominal and
dichotomous. The 49 independent variables range in measurement and include nominal,
ordinal, and ratio-level data. Descriptive statistics were completed on all variables and
included frequencies or mean, standard deviation, median, and range, when appropriate.
Any independent variables with a low level o f variance, less than a 95 to 5 percent split,
were omitted from further analysis. The bivariate statistics used were Chi-Square for
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nominal and ordinal-level variables and Mann-Whitney U for ratio-level variables with
non-normal distributions. There were no normally distributed ratio-level variables;
therefore, the T-test was not used. The measure o f association used to assess the strength
of the relationships for the nominal-level variables was the Phi (<{>) coefficient. Gamma
(y) was used as the measure of association for the ordinal-level variables. The
multivariate test used was Binary Logistic Regression. Regression is the preferred tool
when the goal of the research is to predict an outcome, as is the case here. Binary
Logistic Regression is the most appropriate multivariate technique because the outcome,
or dependent variable, is dichotomous (Grimm & Yamold, 1995).

Analysis Methodology
All bivariate and multivariate analyses were completed for the database as a
whole, which included all four community types (ALL), and on the four community type
subsets individually. The bivariate analysis was completed to identify the statistically
significant variables related to outcome (pretrial success or failure) and the strength of the
relationship between the dependent variable and each independent variable.
The results o f the bivariate analyses were used to build five separate Binary
Logistic Regression models, one representing the sample as a whole (ALL), and one for
each community type individually. Guided by the bivariate results, the models were built
using a hierarchical approach by entering the statistically significant variables within a
block o f variables in the following order: criminal history, community and general
stability, health, and demographics. The order of the blocks was based on the literature
presented in Chapter II. The hierarchical method o f variable entry allows the researcher
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to control the order o f entry o f variables based on the bivariate analysis and previous
literature. It also allows the researcher to interpret the impact o f a block o f related
variables on the outcome.
The final models were guided by the Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Chi-Square (x2)
results for the model and blocks, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, odds ratios
associated with the independent variables (eB), and the percentage o f correct predictions
(sensitivity and specificity).

Data Analysis— Research Question One
What individual defendant characteristics are related to pretrial outcome (success
or failure pending trial)?

The appropriate bivariate statistics were completed for the independent variables
against the dependent variable with all community types included (ALL). The
independent variables that were statistically significant were used to build a Binary
Logistic Regression model. The variables (defendant characteristics) that remained
statistically significant and contributed to the overall predictive power o f the regression
analysis represent the factors that are related to pretrial outcome.

Data Analysis— Research Question Two
To what extent are defendant characteristic indicators o f pretrial outcome
different among defendants living in different community types (urban, suburban,
and rural)?
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The appropriate bivariate statistics were completed for each community type to
determine the most important variables related to pretrial outcome. From there Binary
Logistic Regression models were built separately for each community type. These final
models represent the differences and similarities between community types.

Data Analysis— Research Question Three
When controlling for all other significant defendant characteristics related to
pretrial outcome, to what extent does community type predict pretrial outcome?

The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model built for Research Question One was
used as the foundation for this analysis. Using the hierarchical approach, the variables
contained in the original model were entered into block one and the variable community
type was entered into block two. The Chi-Square results for block two along with the
coefficient for the variable community type were examined to determine its effect on
pretrial outcome when controlling for all other variables in the model.

Data Analysis— Research Question Four
To what extent can the same defendant characteristics be used to predict outcome
in different community types?

The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model was used for this analysis. The
model built from the combined community types was run against the individual
community types separately. The Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Chi-Square results, Hosmer and
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Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test, odds ratios associated with the independent variables
(eB), and the percent o f correct predictions (sensitivity and specificity) were examined to
see how well this model performed within each community type.

Data Analysis Summary
The data analysis outlined for Research Questions One and Two identifies factors
related to pretrial outcome for the community type subsets separately and together.
Analyzing the data in a variety o f ways allows for the most comprehensive analysis and
identification of defendant characteristics related to pretrial outcome. The data analysis
for Research Questions Three and Four test the Assumption o f Community Differences in
two ways. The first is measuring the influence of the variable community type on pretrial
outcome when controlling for all other significant predictors. Second, the assumption is
tested by determining whether the same factors can be used successfully to predict
outcome regardless o f community type. Chapter IV presents the results o f the analysis
based on the analysis plan described above.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The data analysis for this research included descriptive statistics, bivariate
statistics, and the multivariate technique of Binary Logistic Regression. These
techniques were used to answer the four primary research questions for this study. The
results of the analyses and answers to the research questions are provided in this chapter.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Descriptive statistics were completed for the database as a whole (ALL) and for
each individual community type. The independent variable, outcome, was measured as
success or failure. Overall, 73 percent of all defendants were successful pending trial.
Success rates varied across community types: Large Urban 71 percent, Small Urban 68
percent, Mixed 77 percent, and Rural 75 percent (p < .05). The results for the
independent variables are presented in Appendix H, which contains four tables:
demographics (Table 9), health (Table 10), community and general stability (Table 11),
and criminal history (Table 12). A summary of the findings is provided below.

Demographics
The average age o f the sample was 31 years old and ranged from 18 to 82 years
old. More than 75 percent o f the sample were male. Forty percent o f the sample were
White, 58 percent Black, and 2 percent another race. However, this distribution varied
substantially across community types. For example, in terms o f percent o f defendants
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who were White, only 17 percent o f the Rural sample was White, 28 percent o f the Large
Urban, 52 percent of the Small Urban, and 69 percent o f the Mixed community (p < .05).
More than half o f the sample (54 percent) had never been married, 22 percent
were married, and 24 percent were no longer married (widowed, divorced, or separated).
Ninety-nine percent o f defendants spoke English as their primary language. Two percent
o f the sample were unable to read or write, with an average level o f education for all
defendants o f 12th grade.

Health
Fourteen percent of all defendants suffered from some type o f physical health
problem while 6 percent suffered from a mental health problem. Thirteen percent of the
sample was receiving treatment for either a physical or mental health problem at the time
o f their arrest.
Nearly one-fourth o f all defendants were determined to be abusing alcohol within
the year prior to their arrest (current alcohol abuse). The Rural community had a
disproportionate number of people (35 percent) abusing alcohol, more than 10 percent
greater than any other community type (p < .01). Defendants with a history of alcohol
abuse (prior alcohol abuse) overall was 24 percent, with Rural again having a
disproportionate number of defendants with a history o f alcohol abuse (24 percent Large
Urban, 21 percent Small Urban, 23 percent Mixed, and 34 percent Rural \p < .01]).
More than one-fifth o f all defendants admitted to current drug abuse, while 36
percent were determined to have a history o f drug abuse (prior drug abuse). The Mixed
community showed the lowest rate o f drug abuse, 15 percent current and 25 percent prior,
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while the urban communities had the highest incidence of drug abuse (Large Urban 24
percent current and 44 percent prior, and Small Urban 27 percent current and 37 percent
prior [p < .01]). Only 2 percent o f all defendants were receiving treatment for drug or
alcohol abuse at the time o f their arrest.

Community and General Stability
“Community and general stability” refers to factors that tie the defendant to the
area, and in the current study is measured by variables relating to residence,
transportation, employment, student status, and income. Residence represents the first
measure of stability. Five percent o f the sample did not have a fixed or stable address.
Thirty-nine percent o f the defendants had lived at their current address for less than 1
year. On average, defendants changed addresses once in the 2 years prior to their arrest.
Approximately three-fourths o f all defendants had a telephone in their home while 24
percent did not have a home phone.
A second measure o f stability is transportation. More than one-third o f all
defendants did not have access to a vehicle in order to transport themselves to court when
required (36 percent Large Urban, 41 percent Small Urban, 28 percent Mixed, and 42
percent Rural [p < .01]). Access to public transportation varied tremendously between
community types. None o f the defendants in the Rural community had public
transportation available. Conversely, 93 percent of the defendants in the Large Urban
community had access to public transportation. Some defendants in the Small Urban and
Mixed communities had public transportation access, 59 percent and 23 percent
respectively (p < .01).
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Employment is a third measure of stability. More than one-third of all defendants
were unemployed at the time o f their arrest (Large Urban 42 percent, Small Urban 33
percent, Mixed 26 percent, and Rural 36 percent [p < .01]). Additionally, nearly twothirds of all defendants were either unemployed or newly employed at their current job
(employed less than 1 year). Less than half of all defendants (44 percent) had been
employed continuously at one or more jobs during the 2 years prior to their arrest.
Similarly, 6 percent o f all defendants were active students at the time of their arrest.
Finally, income is also a measure of stability and includes income from
employment as well as any additional legal sources (disability, social security, welfare,
spousal support, unemployment, etc.). The average net monthly income varied
immensely between community types. The average net monthly income ranged from a
low of $794 in the Rural community to a high of $ 1,369 in the Mixed community. Large
Urban had an average net monthly income of $818 while Small Urban had a higher net
monthly income of $999 (p < .01).

Criminal History
Criminal history was examined on three levels: information about the current
arrest, the defendant’s criminal justice status at the time o f arrest, and prior criminal
history of the defendant. There were three factors related to the current offense: charge
type (misdemeanor or felony), category of the primary charge for the current arrest, and
the total number of charges. Two-thirds of the defendants were charged with a
misdemeanor offense (potential punishment of up to 12 months in jail), while one-third
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were charged with the more serious charge type o f felony (potential punishment o f 1 year
or more in prison).
The most serious charge was broken down into six offense categories: theft,
narcotics, FTA, violent, traffic, and other. Theft charges include charges relating to
larceny, fraud, forgery, and uttering. Narcotics charges include any charge involving
drugs. FTA represents all charges for failing to appear in court. Violent charges include
all charges defined as violent in the Code o f Virginia including rape, robbery, sexual
assault, assault, and kidnapping. Traffic includes all motor vehicle and boating related
charges. The category o f other includes all charges not defined by the previous five
categories and generally consists o f nuisance offenses and local ordinance violations (i.e.,
drunk in public, contempt o f court, disorderly conduct, obstruction o f justice, trespass,
and vandalism). The defendants were arrested for the following charges: theft 17
percent, narcotics 11 percent, FTA 9 percent, violent 23 percent, traffic 21 percent, and
other 19 percent. Sixty-eight percent of all defendants were arrested for one charge for
the current arrest, 20 percent for two charges, and 11 percent for three or more charges.
There were three variables related to the criminal justice status o f the defendant at
the time of their arrest (current status): outstanding warrants, pending charges, and
community supervision. Five percent o f all defendants had warrants outstanding for their
arrest in another locality for alleged crimes unrelated to the current arrest. Nearly onefourth (23 percent) o f all defendants had charges pending against them in court at the
time of their arrest. Pending charges means that the defendant had been previously
arrested on one or more charge and that a case was pending in court at the time of the
current arrest. Additionally, 14 percent of all defendants were on active community
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supervision at the time o f their arrest. Community supervision includes any criminal
justice-related active supervision including probation, parole, pretrial, alcohol safety
action program, day reporting, and drug court.
Seventy-one percent o f all defendants had a prior criminal history, which is
defined as having at least one prior adult misdemeanor or felony conviction. Sixteen
percent of all defendants had at least one prior FTA conviction, 18 percent had at least
one prior violent conviction, and 18 percent had at least one prior drug conviction
(possession or distribution).

BIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
As discussed in Chapter III, the bivariate techniques o f Chi-Square and MannWhitney U and the multivariate technique o f Binary Logistic Regression were completed
in order to answer the four research questions for this study. Five o f the independent
variables were excluded from the bivariate and multivariate analysis due to a lack of
variance (less than a 95—5 percent split) and include: primary language, able to read, able
to write, current drug or alcohol treatment, and prior escape or flight. The bivariate
statistics, used to examine relationships between each independent variable and the
dependent variable, are presented in Appendix I, which contains four tables:
demographics (Table 13), health (Table 14), community and general stability (Table 15),
and criminal history (Table 16). The multivariate statistics are presented in Appendix J
and include the following:
1. the Binary Logistic Regression model for all community types together
(ALL);
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2. the Binary Logistic Regression model for each community type separately
(Large Urban, Small Urban, Mixed, and Rural);
3. the ALL Binary Logistic Regression model with the variable community type
added; and
4. the ALL Binary Logistic Regression model applied to each community type
separately.
The bivariate and multivariate results are discussed below in the context o f answering the
four research questions.

Research Question One
What individual defendant characteristics are related to pretrial outcome (success
or failure pending trial)?

As discussed in Chapter III, bivariate statistical techniques were conducted to
identify which independent variables o f defendant characteristics were related to the
dependent variable of pretrial outcome. Guided by the bivariate results, a Binary Logistic
Regression Model was built using the complete database (i.e., including all community
types). The best model for prediction o f pretrial outcome included 11 variables related to
pretrial outcome. These predictors were measurements of criminal history, residence,
employment, and prior drug abuse. The strongest predictors o f pretrial outcome were
outstanding warrants, prior FTA convictions, and pending charges.
A discussion of the bivariate and multivariate results is provided below. The
statistically significant bivariate results are discussed first. Where appropriate the Phi (<J>)
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or Gamma (y) coefficients are provided. Recall that Phi and Gamma measure the
strength of the relationship between the dependent and independent variable: the larger
the coefficient the stronger the relationship. The multivariate results are then discussed in
the context of answering the first research question.
Demographic Bivariate Results
Overall, there was a statistically significant difference in the age o f defendants
who were successful and unsuccessful. Those who were successful were approximately
one and a half years older than those who were unsuccessful.
Women were significantly more successful than men when examining all
defendants together (<j> = .09). Differences in percent successful were also found across
races (<f>= .06). Defendants who were married were more successful than defendants
who were not married (4» = .09). There were no statistically significant differences in
defendant success based on the number of dependents, number o f dependents living with
the defendant, or education level o f the defendant.
Health Bivariate Results
Defendants who were determined to be currently abusing drugs were much less
successful than those defendants who were not currently abusing dmgs (<J>= .14).
Defendants with a history o f drug abuse (prior drug abuse) were also less successful than
those without a history of drug abuse (<j>= . 18). Overall, the presence o f physical health
problems, mental health problems, and physical or mental health treatment were not
related to pretrial outcome. In addition, current and prior alcohol abuse were not found to
be related to pretrial outcome.
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Community and General Stability Bivariate Results
Three variables measuring residence were found to be related to pretrial outcome:
whether the defendant had a fixed or stable address, whether there was a phone in the
defendant’s home, and whether the defendant had lived at his current address for 1 year
or more. Defendants without a fixed or stable address were less successful than
defendants who had a fixed or stable address (<{>= .06). Defendants who resided at their
current address for I year or more were more successful than those residing at their
current address for less than 1 year (<J>= .07). Additionally, defendants with a phone in
their home were more successful than defendants without a home phone (<J>= . 11).
Transportation was found to be related to pretrial outcome. Defendants who had
access to a vehicle to transport themselves to court were more successful than those
without vehicle access (<j>= . 14). Access to public transportation was also found to be
related to pretrial outcome (4> = .07). Finally, net monthly income was found to be related
to pretrial outcome. Defendants who were successful had a higher net monthly income
than defendants who failed.
Criminal History Bivariate Results
Defendants charged with the less serious crime o f misdemeanor were on average
more successful than defendants charged with a felony (<|> = .14). Overall, there was a
difference in success rates dependent upon the charge category for the primary charge of
the arrest. Defendants charged with narcotics were the least successful, followed by
theft, FTA, violent, other, and traffic (4> = .13).
All three measures relating to the current status at the time o f the defendant’s
arrest were found to be related to pretrial outcome: outstanding warrants, pending
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charges, and community supervision. Defendants who had warrants outstanding for their
arrest in another locality at the time of the current arrest were much less successful
compared to defendants who did not have outstanding warrants at the time of their arrest
(<t>= . 10). Similarly, defendants with charges pending in court at the time o f their arrest
were substantially less successful than defendants who had no pending charges at the
time of their arrest (4> = .20). Defendants who were on active community supervision
were also less likely to be successful than defendants not under community supervision at
the time of their arrest (<(>= .11).
Finally, prior criminal history appeared to be significantly related to outcome.
Defendants who had prior misdemeanor (y = .35) and prior felony (y = . 16) convictions
were less likely to be successful. Similarly, defendants with prior FTA (y = .37), prior
drug (y = .35), and/or prior violent convictions (y = .32) were more likely to fail pending
trial.
Multivariate Results
The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model can be found in Appendix J (Table
17). The best model for the full sample (ALL) utilized 11 variables to best predict
pretrial outcome. Six o f the variables related to criminal history, four to community and
general stability, and one to health. In this model, no demographic variables were
identified to be significantly predictive of outcome.
The model was a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome (x2(13) =
233.038; p < .01) and accounted for 16 percent o f the variance in pretrial outcome
(Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = . 161). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test is used
to determine if a model is a good fit to the data. A non-significant probability indicates
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the model is a good fit. In this case, the model was not found to be a good fit to the data
(X2(8) = 17.370; p = .026). Considering the differences in the sample of defendants
across community types as described in the descriptive statistics section, this result is not
surprising.
Another measure of a Binary Logistic Regression model is its predictive ability.
This model correctly classified the defendants as successful and unsuccessful 65 percent
of the time. Specifically, the model predicted successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 65
percent of the time and unsuccessful cases (specificity) 66 percent o f the time (cut value
= .26).
The relative importance o f each individual variable within a model is measured by
an odds ratio (eB). The odds ratio estimates the change (increase or decrease) in the
likelihood that a defendant will fail pending trial based on the predictor variable of
interest, when taking into account the influence of the other predictor variables in the
model. Variables with a stronger (i.e., very large or very small— far from 1.0) change in
odds have more influence (assuming equivalent scales of measurement). The odds ratios
are used below to examine the relative importance of each predictor variable in the
model.
Defendants who were charged with a felony offense were nearly 1.6 times more
likely to fail pending trial than defendants charged with a misdemeanor. The odds o f a
defendant failing were almost double if they had pending charges or outstanding warrants
at the time of their arrest. Defendants who had two or more prior misdemeanor
convictions were 1.5 times more likely to fail compared to defendants without prior
misdemeanor convictions. Similarly, defendants who had previously been convicted of a
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felony were 1.3 times more likely to fail than were defendants who had never been
convicted o f a felony. When accounting for all other variables in the model, defendants
with two or more FTA convictions were nearly twice as likely to fail pending trial than
were those without two or more FTA convictions.
Defendants who lived at their current address for less than 1 year were 1.3 times
more likely to fail than defendants who lived at their current address for 1 year or more.
Defendants who did not have a phone in their home were 1.5 times more likely to fail
pending trial when compared to defendants with a home phone. Similarly, defendants
who did not have access to a vehicle were 1.4 times more likely to fail pending trial.
Defendants who were not employed at one or more jobs over the 2 years prior to their
arrest were also 1.3 times more likely to fail pending trial. Finally, defendants who had a
history of drug abuse were nearly one and a half times more likely to fail pending trial
than defendants without a history of drug abuse.
Research Question One asked, “What individual defendant characteristics are
related to pretrial outcome (success or failure pending trial)?” The best model for
prediction o f pretrial outcome included 11 variables related to pretrial outcome. These
predictors were measurements of criminal history, residence, employment, and prior drug
abuse. The strongest predictors of pretrial outcome were outstanding warrants, prior FTA
convictions, and pending charges. The model was a statistically significant predictor of
pretrial outcome and correctly classified defendants as successful and unsuccessful 66
percent of the time.
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Research Question Two
To what extent are defendant characteristic indicators o f pretrial outcome
different among defendants living in different community types (urban, suburban,
and rural)?

The data analysis plan outlined in Chapter III was followed to answer this
question. The bivariate statistical techniques were conducted for each individual
community type to identify which independent variables of defendant characteristics
were related to the dependent variable o f pretrial outcome for those community types (see
Appendix I). Guided by the bivariate results, a Binary Logistic Regression Model was
built for each community type using the community type subsets (i.e., Large Urban,
Small Urban, Mixed, and Rural).
Table 7, below, contains the odds ratios associated with the independent variables
(eB), Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the
percentage o f correct predictions for each individual community type Binary Logistic
Regression model. Comparing the Binary Logistic Regression model results for each
community makes it clear that there are differences across community types in terms of
which factors are the best predictors o f pretrial outcome.
The Large Urban Binary Logistic Regression model utilized seven variables to
best predict pretrial outcome. Five o f the variables related to criminal history, one to
community and general stability, and one to health. The Small Urban Binary Logistic
Regression model utilized five variables to best predict pretrial outcome. Three o f the
variables related to criminal history and two to health. The Mixed Binary Logistic
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Regression model utilized six variables to best predict pretrial outcome. Four o f the
variables related to criminal history, one to community and general stability, and one to
demographics. Finally, the Rural Binary Logistic Regression model utilized six variables
to best predict pretrial outcome. Three of the variables related to criminal history and
three to community and general stability.
Table 7
o

Predictor Variables and Related Odds Ratio (e ) Results fo r the Four Community Types
Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

eB

eB

eB

eB

Charge type is felony

*1.520

*2.850

*1.718

*2.990

Pending charges exist

*1.645

*3.727

*2.693

N/A

Outstanding warrants exist

*1.984

N/A

*3.339

N/A

Has a criminal history

*1.703

*4.845

N/A

*2.412

*

N/A

•

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.0

N/A

1.107

N/A

.990

N/A

*2.387

N/A

*6.182

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

*

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.0

One

N/A

N/A

N/A

*4.253

Two or more

N/A

N/A

N/A

*3.365

At current address less than I year

N/A

N/A

*2.686

N/A

Does not have a home phone

N/A

N/A

N/A

*2.467

Variable

FTA convictions
None
One
Two or more
Violent Convictions
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Table 7 Continued
Variable

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

eB

eB

eB

eB

Number o f years in state

N/A

N/A

N/A

*1.047

Does not have vehicle access

N/A

N/A

N/A

*2.257

*1.419

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

*3.129

N/A

N/A

Has a history of drug abuse

*1.518

N/A

N/A

N/A

No physical health problem

N/A

*6.117

N/A

N/A

Sex is male

N/A

N/A

*3.967

N/A

Nagelkerke pseudo R2

.115

.344

.232

.271

Goodness of fit (p)

.211

.024

.776

.974

63.1 %

71.5%

70.3%

74.0 %

Has not been employed past 2 years
Is currently abusing drugs

Overall predicted correctly

N/A = not applicable; variable was not present in the model.
* = statistically significant at p < .05

A discussion of the bivariate and multivariate results is provided below. The
statistically significant bivariate results are discussed first. Where appropriate the Phi (<j>)
or Gamma (y) coefficients are provided. Recall that Phi and Gamma measure the
strength of the relationship between the dependent and independent variable: the larger
the coefficient the stronger the relationship. The multivariate results are then discussed in
the context of answering the second research question.
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Demographic Bivariate Results
Defendants who were successful pending trial were older than those who were
unsuccessful, in the Mixed and Rural communities. Women were significantly more
successful than men in the Large Urban (4» = .08) and Mixed (<J>= . 15) communities.
Success rate also varied across races in the Small Urban community (<J>= .17).
In the Mixed community, defendants who were married were more successful
than defendants who were not married (<J>= .20). In addition, the number of dependents
was found to be related to pretrial outcome in the Mixed (y = .24) and Rural (y = . 12)
communities, as well as the number o f dependents living with the defendant in the Mixed
community (y = .29). Level o f education was not related to outcome in any community
type.
Health Bivariate Results
Defendants in the Mixed community who suffered from a physical health problem
at the time of their arrest were substantially more likely to be successful pending trial
than those without a physical health problem (<j>= . 15). The presence o f a mental health
problem or mental and physical health treatment were not found to be related to outcome
in any of the community types.
Defendants in the Rural community who were determined to be currently abusing
alcohol were more successful than defendants who were not abusing alcohol (<j>= .15).
Defendants who were abusing drugs at the time o f their arrest (current drug abuse) were
less successful than defendants who were not abusing drugs. This difference was found
to be statistically significant in the Large Urban («j>= .13) and Small Urban (<j>= .28)
communities. Similarly, defendants with a history o f drug abuse were substantially less
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successful in the Large Urban (<j>= .17), Small Urban (<J>= .26), and Mixed (<J>= .15)
communities.
Community and General Stability Bivariate Results
A number o f variables relating to a defendant’s residence were found to be related
to pretrial outcome. Defendants with a fixed or stable address were more likely to be
successful pending trial in the Mixed community than defendants without a fixed or
stable address (<{>= .20). Also in the Mixed community, defendants who lived at their
current address for 1 year or more were more successful than those who lived at their
current address for less than 1 year (<J>= . 19). Defendants with a phone in their home
were more likely to be successful than those without a home phone. This difference was
statistically significant in the Large Urban (<{>= .07), Mixed (<J>= .21), and Rural (<j>= .14)
communities.
The number of years a defendant lived in the area was significantly related to
outcome in the Mixed community, with more years relating to success. Similarly, the
number of years a defendant lived in the state was significantly related to outcome in the
Mixed and Rural community types, with more years related to success. Defendants who
were successful averaged fewer address changes in the past 2 years than defendants who
were unsuccessful.
Defendants who had access to a vehicle to transport themselves to court when
necessary were more successful than those who did not have access to a vehicle. This
difference was statistically significant in all community types: Large Urban (<J>= .08),
Small Urban (<j>= .14), Mixed (<j>= .25), and Rural (<(>= .20).
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Regarding employment, defendants in the Large Urban community who had been
employed at their current job for 4 or more years were more successful than defendants
employed 1 to 3 years and those employed less than 1 year (y = .19). Defendants who
had been employed continuously at one or more jobs for the 2 years prior to their arrest
were more successful than defendants who had not been employed during the 2 years
prior to their arrest. This difference was statistically significant in the Large Urban
(<j) = .10) and Small Urban (4> = .17) communities. Defendants who were successful in
the Large Urban and Mixed communities had higher net monthly incomes than
defendants who failed pending trial.
Criminal History Bivariate Results
Defendants charged with the less serious crime o f misdemeanor were more
successful than defendants charged with a felony. This difference was statistically
significant in all community types: Large Urban (<J>= .09), Small Urban (<J>= .27), Mixed
(<f>= . 16) and Rural (<J>= .22). In the Large Urban community there was a difference in
success dependent upon the charge category for the primary charge o f the arrest.
Defendants charged with narcotics were the least successful, followed by theft, FT A,
violent, traffic, and other (<j>= . 15).
Defendants who had warrants outstanding for their arrest in another locality at the
time of the current arrest were much less successful compared to defendants who did not
have outstanding warrants at the time of their arrest in the Large Urban (<j) = .10) and
Mixed (<j>= . 18) communities. Similarly, defendants with charges pending in court at the
time of their arrest were substantially less successful than defendants who had no pending
charges at the time of their arrest. This difference was statistically significant in all
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community types: Large Urban ((j>= .16), Small Urban (<|>= .28), Mixed (<{>= .24), and
Rural (<j>= . 17). Defendants who were on active community supervision were also less
likely to be successful than defendants not under community supervision at the time o f
their arrest in the Large Urban (<j>= .09), Small Urban (<j>= .26), and Mixed (<J>= .09)
communities.
Prior criminal history was significantly related to outcome. Defendants who had
a criminal history were less successful than those without a criminal history in the Large
Urban (<J>= . 17), Small Urban (<j>= .27), and Mixed (<{>= .10) communities. Defendants
with prior misdemeanor convictions were more likely to fail pending trial in the Large
Urban (y = .32), Small Urban (y = .50), and Mixed (y = .38) communities. Similarly,
defendants with prior felony convictions were more likely to fail in the Large Urban
(y = . 15), Small Urban (y = .27), and Rural (y = . 16) communities.
Finally, defendants with prior FTA (Large Urban [y = .36] and Mixed [y = .42]),
prior drug (Large Urban [y = .28], Small Urban [y = .56], Mixed [y = .30], and Rural
[y = .48]) and/or prior violent (Large Urban [y = .26], Mixed [y = -41] and Rural [y = .44])
convictions were more likely to fail pending trial.
Multivariate Results— Large Urban Community Type
The Binary Logistic Regression model for the Large Urban community can be
found in Appendix J (Table 18). The best model for this sample utilized seven variables
to best predict pretrial outcome. Five o f the variables related to criminal history, one to
community and general stability, and one to health. In this model, no demographic
variables were identified to be significantly predictive o f outcome.
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The model was a statistically significant predictor of pretrial outcome (x2(8) =
88.519; p < .01) and accounted for 11.5 percent o f the variance in pretrial outcome
(Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = . 115). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test
determined this model to be a good fit (x2(8) = 10.839; p = .211). This model correctly
classified the defendants as successful and unsuccessful 63 percent o f the time.
Specifically, the model predicted successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 63 percent o f
the time and unsuccessful cases (specificity) 64 percent o f the time (cut value = .28).
A review o f odds ratios (eB) identifies the relative importance of each individual
variable within a model. Recall that the odds ratio estimates the change (increase or
decrease) in the likelihood a defendant will be unsuccessful (fail) pending trial based on
the predictor variable o f interest, when taking into account the influence of the other
predictor variables in the model. Variables with a stronger change in odds have more
influence (assuming equivalent scales of measurement).
Pretrial outcome varied significantly dependent upon the charge type
(misdemeanor or felony). Defendants charged with a felony were 1.5 times more likely
to fail than defendants charged with a misdemeanor. The odds of defendants failing were
almost double if they had outstanding warrants at the time of their arrest. Defendants
who had a criminal history or pending charges were approximately 1.6 times more likely
to fail than were defendants without a criminal history or pending charges. When
accounting for all other variables in the model, defendants with two or more FTA
convictions were 2.4 times more likely to fail pending trial than were defendants without
two or more FTA convictions.
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Defendants who had not been employed at one or more jobs over the 2 years prior
to their arrest were 1.4 times more likely to fail pending trial. Finally, defendants who
had a history of drug abuse were approximately 1.5 times more likely to fail pending trial
compared to defendants without a history of drug abuse.
In summary, there were seven variables identified to best predict pretrial outcome
in the Large Urban community. The factors making up the model related to criminal
history, employment, and prior drug abuse. The strongest predictors o f pretrial outcome
were prior FTA convictions, outstanding warrants, and criminal history. The model was
a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome and correctly classified defendants
as successful and unsuccessful 63 percent of the time.
Multivariate Results— Small Urban Community Type
The Binary Logistic Regression model for the Small Urban community can be
found in Appendix J (Table 19). The best model for this sample utilized five variables to
best predict pretrial outcome. Three o f the variables related to criminal history and two
to health. In this model, no community and general stability or demographic variables
were identified to be significantly predictive of outcome.
The model was a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome (x2(5) =
66.237; p < .01) and accounted for 34 percent of the variance in pretrial outcome
(Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = .344). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test did not
identify this model to be a good fit (x2 (7) = 16.129; p = .024). The goodness of fit test
appears to be statistically significant due to the low number o f pretrial failure cases at the
lower end of the predicted probabilities. Because o f the low expected cell frequencies at
the lower end o f the predicted probabilities, this result must be interpreted with caution.
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This model correctly classified the defendants as successful and unsuccessful 7 1.5
percent of the time. Specifically, the model predicted successful cases (sensitivity)
accurately 70 percent o f the time and unsuccessful cases (specificity) 75 percent o f the
time (cut value = .36).
Defendants charged with a felony were nearly 3 times more likely to fail pending
trial than defendants charged with a misdemeanor. Defendants with pending charges at
the time of the arrest were 3.7 times more likely to fail than defendants without pending
charges. The odds o f defendants failing were 4.8 times greater if they had a prior
criminal history.
Defendants without a physical health problem were 6 times more likely to fail
pending trial compared to defendants with physical health problems. Finally, defendants
who were abusing drugs were more than 3 times more likely to fail pending trial than
defendants who were not abusing drugs.
In summary, there were five variables identified to best predict pretrial outcome
in the Small Urban community. The factors making up the model related to criminal
history, physical health, and current drug abuse. The strongest predictors o f pretrial
outcome were physical health, criminal history, and pending charges. The model was a
statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome and correctly classified defendants as
successful and unsuccessful 71 percent o f the time.
Multivariate Results—Mixed Community Type
The Binary Logistic Regression model for the Mixed community can be found in
Appendix J (Table 20). The best model for this sample utilized six variables to best
predict pretrial outcome. Four o f the variables related to criminal history, one to
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community and general stability, and one to demographics. In this model, no health
variables were identified to be significantly predictive o f outcome.
The model was a statistically significant predictor of pretrial outcome (x2 (7) =
79.080; p < .01) and accounted for 23 percent o f the variance (Nagelkerke pseudo R1 =
.232). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test identified this model to be a
good fit (x2 (6) = 3.258; p = .776). This model correctly classified the defendants as
successful and unsuccessful 70 percent o f the time. Specifically, the model predicted
successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 69 percent o f the time and unsuccessful cases
(specificity) 74 percent of the time (cut value = .25).
Defendants charged with a felony were 1.7 times more likely to fail pending trial
than defendants charged with a misdemeanor. Defendants with pending charges at the
time of their arrest were 2.7 times more likely to fail than defendants without pending
charges. The odds o f a defendant failing were 3.3 times greater if they had warrants
outstanding at the time o f their arrest. Defendants with two or more prior FTA
convictions were greater than 6 times more likely to be unsuccessful pending trial than
were defendants without FTA convictions.
Defendants who lived at their current address for less than 1 year were 2.7 times
more likely to fail when compared to defendants who lived at their current address for 1
year or more. Men were nearly 4 times more likely to fail than were women.
In summary, there were six variables identified to best predict pretrial outcome in
the Mixed community. The factors making up the model related to criminal history,
residence, and sex. The strongest predictors o f pretrial outcome were prior FTA
convictions, outstanding warrants, and pending charges. The model was a statistically
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significant predictor o f pretrial outcome and correctly classified defendants as successful
and unsuccessful 70 percent o f the time.
Multivariate Results— Rural Community Type
The Binary Logistic Regression model for the Rural community can be found in
Appendix J (Table 21). The best model for this sample utilized six variables to best
predict pretrial outcome. Three o f the variables related to criminal history and three to
community and general stability. In this model there were no health or demographic
variables identified to be significantly predictive o f outcome.
The model was a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome (x2(7) =
42.004; p < .01) and accounted for 27 percent o f the variance in pretrial outcome
(Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = .271). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test
identified this model to be a good fit (x2(8) = 2.203; p = .974). This model correctly
classified the defendants as successful and unsuccessful 74 percent o f the time.
Specifically, the model predicted successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 75 percent of
the time and unsuccessful cases (specificity) 71 percent o f the time (cut value = .26).
Defendants charged with a felony were 3 times more likely to fail pending trial
than defendants charged with a misdemeanor. Defendants with a prior criminal history
were 2.4 times more likely to be unsuccessful than were defendants without a prior
criminal history. Defendants with prior violent convictions were nearly 4 times more
likely to be unsuccessful than were defendants without a prior violent conviction.
Not having a phone in the home increased a defendant's odds o f failure by 2.5
times. Similarly, defendants without vehicle access were 2.3 times more likely to fail
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when compared to defendants with vehicle access. Finally, for each additional year a
defendant lived in the state they were 1.05 times more likely to fail.
In summary, there were six variables identified to best predict pretrial outcome in
the Rural community. The factors making up the model related to criminal history,
residence, and transportation. The strongest predictors of pretrial outcome were prior
violent convictions, charge type, and home phone. The model was a statistically
significant predictor of pretrial outcome and correctly classified defendants as successful
and unsuccessful 74 percent o f the time.
Research Question Two Conclusion
Research Question Two asked, “To what extent are defendant characteristic
indicators o f pretrial outcome different among defendants living in different community
types?” Table 7 contains the predictor variables and related odds ratios o f the Binary
Logistic Regression models for each individual community type. Comparing the Binary
Logistic Regression model results for each community makes it clear that there are
differences across community types in terms of which factors are the best predictors of
pretrial outcome.
One factor, charge type, was the only statistically significant predictor of outcome
across community types. Although this factor is present in all models, the relative
importance of the factor to the model, as measured by the odds ratio (eB), varies from 1.5
to 3 times more likely to fail if the charge is a felony. In addition, when a predictor was
evident in more than one community but not all— pending charges for example—the
relative importance o f the predictor still varied across community type. One
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commonality across community types was that all four models contained several
measures of criminal history, but again, only one predictor was present in all models.
Comparing the factors in the models and their relative importance to the model
demonstrates the extent to which defendant characteristics predictive o f outcome are
different dependent upon the community type in which the defendant resides.
Research Question Three
When controlling for all other significant defendant characteristics related to
pretrial outcome, to what extent does community type predict pretrial outcome?

The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model described in Research Question One
was used as the foundation for this analysis. The variable community type was added as
a second block o f the ALL model, after entry o f the other 11 variables, to determine the
influence of community type on pretrial outcome. The ALL model with community type
added can be found in Appendix J (Table 22). The block containing the variable
community type was not statistically significant (x2(3) = 1.900; p = .593) and therefore
did not contribute to the overall model. In addition, the variable community type was not
a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome when accounting for all other
predictors in the model.

Research Question Four
To what extent can the same defendant characteristics be used to predict pretrial
outcome in different community types?
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The ALL model used in Research Question One was used to answer this question.
The model was applied to the four community types individually to determine how well
the same predictors performed within each community separately. Appendix J contains
the ALL model applied to the Large Urban (Table 23), Small Urban (Table 24), Mixed
(Table 25), and Rural (Table 26) communities.
Table 8, below, contains the odds ratios associated with the independent variables
ft

9

(e ), Nagelkerke pseudo R , Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the
percentage o f correct predictions for the ALL Binary Logistic Regression model when
applied to each individual community type. Comparing the results o f the ALL model
when applied to the four community types shows that the same defendant characteristics
do not perform adequately across community types. A summary o f the results is
presented below.
Large Urban Community
The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model applied to the Large Urban
community was a statistically significant predictor of pretrial outcome (x2(13) = 95.890;
p < .01) and accounted for 12.5 percent o f the variance in pretrial outcome (Nagelkerke
pseudo R2 = .125). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test identified this
model to be a good fit (x2(8) = 15.076; p = .058). This model correctly classified the
defendants as successful and unsuccessful 63 percent o f the time. Specifically, the model
predicted successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 63 percent o f the time and unsuccessful
cases (specificity) 65 percent o f the time (cut value = .28).
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Table 8
Odds Ratio (eB) Results fo r the ALL Model Applied to the Four Community Types

Variable

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

eB

eB

eB

eB

Charge type is felony

1.246

*3.087

1.534

*2.734

Pending charges exist

*1.721

*3.372

*2.219

2.256

Outstanding warrants exist

*2.019

.772

*3.290

1.216

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

One

1.607

1.766

.853

1.305

Two or more

1.384

2.642

1.509

1.365

*1.409

1.613

.749

1.579

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.122

.550

.763

1.951

*2.336

2.702

2.874

3.639

At current address less than 1 year

1.082

1.372

*1.904

1.448

Does not have a home phone

1.322

.981

*1.840

2.166

Does not have vehicle access

1.133

.843

*1.954

*2.680

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.331

1.788

.889

1.151

*1.487

1.747

1.401

.976

Nagelkerke pseudo R2

.125

.308

.240

.224

Goodness of fit (p)

.058

.861

.242

.915

63.3%

74.9%

70.1%

70.7%

Misdemeanor convictions
None

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None
One
Two or more

Has a history o f drug abuse

Overall predicted correctly

*

* = statistically significant at p < .05
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The overall performance of the model is measured by the model y2, Nagelkerke
pseudo R2, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the overall predictive
accuracy. When examining these results, the model performance is comparable to the
model built specifically for the Large Urban community. However, an examination of
the factors, the related level o f statistical significance, and the corresponding odds ratios,
identifies substantial differences in performance as it relates to each specific factor within
the model.
The Large Urban model identified seven factors to be statistically significant
predictors o f pretrial outcome. The ALL model applied to the Large Urban community
type, however, only identified five. In addition, the odds ratios for the statistically
significant factors in the Large Urban model are on average higher than those of the ALL
model applied to the Large Urban community. Higher odds ratios are indicative of a
stronger relationship between the independent and dependent variables. After examining
the factors that were statistically significant and their corresponding odds ratios in
predicting pretrial outcome between the two models, it is evident that the ALL model
does not perform as well in predicting pretrial outcome as the Large Urban model.
Small Urban Community
The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model applied to the Small Urban
community was a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome (x2(13) = 58.400;
p < .01) and accounted for 31 percent of the variance in pretrial outcome (Nagelkerke
pseudo R2 = .308). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test identified this
model to be a good fit (x2 (8) = 3.952; p = .861). This model correctly classified the
defendants as successful and unsuccessful 70 percent o f the time. Specifically, the model
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predicted successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 69 percent o f the time and unsuccessful
cases (specificity) 73 percent o f the time (cut value = .35).
When examining the overall performance of the model as measured by the model
X2, Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the overall
predictive accuracy, the model performs similarly to the model built specifically for the
Small Urban community. However, as with the Large Urban community, an examination
o f the performance of the individual factors in the ALL model applied to the Small Urban
community shows a decrease in model performance when compared to the Small Urban
model.
The Small Urban model identified five factors to be statistically significant
predictors o f pretrial outcome. The ALL model applied to the Small Urban community
type, however, only identified two. In addition, the odds ratios for the statistically
significant factors in the Small Urban model are on average higher than those o f the ALL
model applied to the Small Urban community. Higher odds ratios are indicative o f a
stronger relationship between the independent and dependent variables. After examining
the factors that were statistically significant and their corresponding odds ratios in
predicting pretrial outcome between the two models, it is evident that the ALL model
does not perform as well in predicting pretrial outcome as the Small Urban model.
Mixed Community
The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model applied to the Mixed community was
a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome (x2(13) = 82.096; p < .01) and
accounted for 24 percent o f the variance in pretrial outcome (Nagelkerke pseudo R2 =
.240). The Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test identified this model to be a
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good fit (x2(8) = 10.340; p = .242). This model correctly classified the defendants as
successful and unsuccessful 70 percent of the time. Specifically, the model predicted
successful cases (sensitivity) accurately 69 percent o f the time and unsuccessful cases
(specificity) 75 percent o f the time (cut value = .19).
When examining the overall performance of the model as measured by the model
X 2,

Nagelkerke pseudo Rr, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the overall

predictive accuracy, the model performs similarly to the model built specifically for the
Mixed community. Again, however, an examination of the individual factors identifies
substantial differences in the ALL model performance when compared to the Mixed
model.
The Mixed model identified six factors to be statistically significant predictors of
pretrial outcome while the ALL model applied to the Large Urban community type only
identified five. In addition, the odds ratios for the statistically significant factors in the
Mixed model are on average higher than those o f the ALL model applied to the Mixed
community. Higher odds ratios are indicative of a stronger relationship between the
independent and dependent variables. After examining the factors that were statistically
significant and their corresponding odds ratios in predicting pretrial outcome between the
two models, it is evident that the ALL model does not perform as well in predicting
pretrial outcome as the Mixed model.
Rural Community
The ALL Binary Logistic Regression model applied to the Rural community
sample can be found in Appendix J (Table 25). The model was a statistically significant
predictor of pretrial outcome (x2 (13) = 34.179; p < .01) and accounted for 22 percent of
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the variance in pretrial outcome (Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = .224). The Hosmer and
Lemeshow Goodness of Fit test identified this model to be a good fit (x2 (8) = 3.290;
p < .915). This model correctly classified the defendants as successful and unsuccessful
71 percent of the time. Specifically, the model predicted successful cases (sensitivity)
accurately 70 percent o f the time and unsuccessful cases (specificity) 73 percent o f the
time (cut value = .24). When examining the overall performance o f the model as
measured by the model x2, Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness of
Fit test, and the overall predictive accuracy, the model performs similarly to the model
built specifically for the Rural community. Consistent with the findings o f the other three
community types, an examination o f the performance of each factor in the ALL model
identifies substantial differences in the ALL model performance when compared to the
Rural model.
The Rural model identified seven factors to be statistically significant predictors
of pretrial outcome while the ALL model applied to the Rural community type only
identified two. In addition, the odds ratios for the statistically significant factors in the
Rural model are on average higher than those of the ALL model applied to the Rural
community. After examining the factors that were statistically significant and their
corresponding odds ratios in predicting pretrial outcome between the two models, it is
evident that the ALL model does not perform as well in predicting pretrial outcome as the
Rural model.
Research Question Four Conclusion
Research Question Four asked, “To what extent can the same defendant
characteristics be used to predict pretrial outcome in different community types?” The
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same defendant characteristics, represented by the ALL model, when applied to each
individual community type, do not produce the best model performance results for each
community type. All o f the models were found to be statistically significant, demonstrate
goodness o f fit to the data, and produce similar overall performance results (measured by
model x2, Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Hosmer and Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the
overall predictive accuracy). However, an examination o f the individual performance of
the factors in the models demonstrates substantial differences in predicting pretrial
outcome between community types when using the same defendant characteristics.
It is critical to note that the predictor variables differ in their level o f statistical
significance and relative importance across community types. Table 8 contains the odds
ratios for the ALL model when applied to each individual community type. Recall that
the relative importance o f each individual variable within a model is measured by the
odds ratio (eB). The odds ratio estimates the change (increase or decrease) in the
likelihood a defendant will fail pending trial based on the predictor variable of interest,
when taking into account the influence o f the other predictor variables in the model.
Variables with a higher change in odds have more influence (assuming equivalent scales
of measurement).
An examination o f the odds ratios across communities shows that predictors were
statistically significant in some community types but not others, and variance in the
relative importance o f the predictors. For example, charge type (misdemeanor or felony),
is a statistically significant predictor of pretrial outcome in the Small Urban and Rural
communities only. In these communities, defendants are approximately 3 times more
likely to fail if they are charged with a felony compared to a misdemeanor. However,
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being charged with a felony was not a significant predictor o f pretrial outcome within the
Large Urban and Mixed communities.
A second example o f the differences in predictors across communities is pending
charges. The predictor, pending charge, was statistically significant in three o f the four
community types. In the communities where pending charges was a statistically
significant predictor o f outcome, the change in odds or likelihood varied from 1.7 times
(Large Urban) to 3.5 times (Small Urban) more likely to fail if the defendants had
pending charges at the time o f their arrest. The influence o f pending charges was more
than double between the Large Urban and Small Urban communities.
Charge type and pending charges are just two examples of the differences in
statistical significance and relative importance o f predictor variables across community
types. Based on these comparisons, it can be concluded that the same defendant
characteristics do not produce the best results when predicting pretrial outcome in
different community types.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study sought to identify defendant characteristics that were related to pretrial
outcome in Virginia. Identification of factors that are predictors o f outcome can assist
judicial officers in making the bail decision. The bail decision, to release or incarcerate a
defendant pending trial, is a monumental one. Judicial officers must attempt to fairly and
equitably balance the rights and needs o f the defendant with those o f the public at large.
The successful identification of predictors o f pretrial outcome, if used by judicial officers,
can improve bail decisions and result in an increase to public safety, a reduction in the
potential for disparity in bail decisions, the protection o f the presumption o f innocence,
and an improvement in the overall operation of the criminal justice system.
This study also sought to determine the influence o f community type on pretrial
outcome. This information can also be beneficial to judicial officers when making the
bail decision. In addition, knowing the influence o f community type on pretrial outcome,
as well as any differences in defendant characteristic predictors across communities,
allows for the development o f effective public policy surrounding the bail decision
making process. The Commonwealth of Virginia, through legislative mandate, must
develop one or more risk assessment instruments) to be used by pretrial services
agencies to assist judicial officers in making the bail decision. The identification of
defendant characteristic predictors of pretrial outcome, as well as any differences across
community types, will be beneficial to the Commonwealth while pursuing the
development of one or more pretrial risk assessment instrument(s).
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A database provided by the Virginia Department o f Criminal Justice Services was
used to complete the research. The database was collected for the purposes of developing
a pretrial risk assessment instrument. The database contained 1,971 valid cases with 1
dependent variable (outcome) and 50 independent variables that were categorized as
measures of demographics, health, community and general stability, criminal history, and
community type. The cases were collected from seven Virginia localities representing
four community types (Large Urban, Small Urban, Mixed, and Rural).
The data analysis consisted o f descriptive statistics, bivariate statistics (Chi-Square
and Mann-Whitney U), and the multivariate technique of Binary Logistic Regression.
The methods of analysis were utilized to identify the best predictors of pretrial outcome
and identify differences in predictors o f outcome across community types.

PREDICTORS OF PRETRIAL OUTCOME
The first step in the research was to identify the defendant characteristics related
to pretrial outcome. Arthur Beeley completed the first research to identify defendant
characteristics predictive o f pretrial outcome in the 1920s. The Beeley Theory o f Pretrial
Risk Prediction states that individual defendant characteristics such as current charge,
criminal history, social history (family stability, employment, residence, and personal
references), and personal characteristics (intelligence, education, personality, and habits),
should be considered in the bail decision-making process, as these appear to be related to
pretrial outcome. Numerous researchers have found support for Beeley’s theory over the
past 80 years.
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The current research supports the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction.
Eleven defendant characteristics were found to be the best predictors o f pretrial outcome
based on the Binary Logistic Regression model developed from the full sample (i.e., all
community types included):
1. Charge Type— Defendants charged with a felony were more likely to be
unsuccessful than defendants charged with a misdemeanor.
2. Pending Charges— Defendants who had pending charges at the time of their
arrest were more likely to fail pending trial than defendants who did not have
pending charges at the time o f their arrest.
3. Outstanding Warrants— Defendants who had outstanding warrants in another
locality unrelated to the current arrest were more likely to fail pending trial
than defendants who did not have outstanding warrants.
4. Misdemeanor Convictions— Defendants who had prior misdemeanor
convictions were more likely to fail pending trial when compared to
defendants without prior misdemeanor convictions.
5. Felony Convictions— Defendants who had prior felony convictions were more
likely to fail pending trial when compared to defendants without prior felony
convictions.
6. FTA Convictions—Defendants with two or more FTA convictions were more
likely to fail pending trial when compared to defendants without prior FTA
convictions.
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7. Time at Current Address—Defendants who had lived at their current address
for a year or more were more likely to be successful pending trial than
defendants who had lived at their current address for less than 1 year.
8. Home Phone—Defendants who had a phone in their home were more likely to
be successful pending trial when compared to defendants who did not have a
home phone.
9. Vehicle Access— Defendants who had access to a vehicle to transport
themselves to court when required were more likely to be successful pending
trial than defendants who did not have access to a vehicle.
10. Employed Past 2 Years— Defendants who had been employed at one or more
jobs during the 2 years prior to their arrest were more likely to be successful
pending trial than defendants who were not employed during that time.
11. Prior Drug Abuse— Defendants with a history of drug abuse were more likely
to fail pending trial compared to defendants without a history o f drug abuse.
The first six factors are categorized in this study as measures o f criminal history
within the subcategories of current charge, current status, and prior history. These
predictors are similar to two predictors proposed by Beeley’s theory, current charge and
criminal history. The next four factors, time at current address, presence o f a home
phone, vehicle access, and employment during the past 2 years, are categorized as
measures o f community and general stability within subcategories of residence,
transportation, and employment. These factors are also similar to Beeley’s social history
category. The final factor, history o f drug abuse, is categorized as a measure of health
within the subcategory of substance abuse. This factor is also related to Beeley’s
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personal characteristics category. Beeley also presented the factors o f family stability
and education as being predictors o f outcome. These factors, education (measured by
years o f education), and family stability (measured by marital status, number of
dependents, and number o f dependents living with the defendant), were not determined to
be significant predictors o f pretrial outcome in the current study.

ASSUMPTION OF COMMUNITY DIFFERENCES
The second goal of the current study was to determine the impact o f community
type on pretrial outcome and to identify differences in predictors o f pretrial outcome
across community types. The U.S. Department o f Justice introduced the idea that
community type influences predictors o f pretrial outcome in 1979. The Assumption of
Community Differences refers to the belief that the predictors o f pretrial outcome are
different dependent upon the community type in which the defendant resides.
Determining whether or not predictors vary across community types is critical to the
development o f a risk assessment instrument, specifically whether or not one instrument
can be valid on a multi-jurisdictional or even state level. The current research generally
supports the Assumption o f Community Differences.
The first test of the influence o f community type on pretrial outcome was
completed by adding the variable community type to the Binary Logistic Regression
model containing the 11 factors found to be the best predictors o f pretrial outcome. After
examining the model performance and the lack of statistical significance o f the variable
community type in the model, it was determined that community type was not a
statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome when accounting for the other 11
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factors in the model. Simply knowing the community type in which a defendant resides
does not help in predicting pretrial outcome.
Although the first test o f the Assumption of Community Differences found that
community type as a variable was not a significant predictor o f pretrial outcome, the
second test more clearly identified the influence of community type on the defendant
characteristics that are predictive o f outcome. The second test was conducted by
applying the ALL model containing the 11 factors found to be the best predictors of
outcome based on the complete sample (i.e., all community types included) to each
individual community type. The ALL model was applied to the four community types
individually to determine how well the same predictors performed within each
community separately.
Using the same defendant characteristics to predict outcome in the four
community types, represented by the ALL model, did not produce the best model
performance results for each community type. All o f the models were found to be
statistically significant, demonstrate goodness o f fit to the data, and produce similar
overall performance results (measured by model x2, Nagelkerke pseudo R2, Hosmer and
Lemeshow Goodness o f Fit test, and the overall predictive accuracy) when compared to
the models built specifically for each community type. However, an examination of the
individual performance of the factors in the models demonstrates substantial differences
in predicting pretrial outcome between community types when using the same defendant
characteristics.
The 11 predictor variables differ in their level of statistical significance and
relative importance across community types. An examination o f the test o f statistical
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significance for the factors across communities showed that predictors were statistically
significant in some community types but not others. For example, charge type
(misdemeanor or felony), is a statistically significant predictor o f pretrial outcome in the
Small Urban and Rural communities only. Being charged with a felony was not a
significant predictor o f pretrial outcome within the Large Urban and Mixed communities.
In addition to differences in statistical significance o f the factors across
community types, the relative importance of the factors also varied. A second example of
the differences in predictors across communities is pending charges. The predictor
pending charge was statistically significant in three o f the four community types. In the
communities where pending charges was a statistically significant predictor of outcome,
the change in odds or likelihood varied from 1.7 times (Large Urban) to 3.5 times (Small
Urban) more likely to fail if the defendant had pending charges at the time of their arrest.
The influence of pending charges was more than double between the Large Urban and
Small Urban communities.
The differential importance o f predictors can be further illustrated with the factor
vehicle access. Vehicle access was a statistically significant predictor o f outcome in the
Mixed and Rural communities only. In addition, defendants without vehicle access in the
Mixed community were 1.9 times more likely to fail while defendants in the Rural
community were 2.7 times more likely to fail. The Mixed and Rural communities, the
two communities where vehicle access was a statistically significant predictor o f
outcome, are much larger in geographical size than the Large Urban and Small Urban
communities. In addition, the Mixed and Rural communities had a low percentage or no
access to public transportation while most of the defendants in the Large Urban and
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Small Urban communities had access to public transportation. The differences in the
communities, size of the locality, and access to public transportation, may have an effect
on the relative importance that vehicle access has on outcome.
Another example of model differences is the predictor variable o f outstanding
warrants. Outstanding warrants was a statistically significant predictor o f outcome in the
Large Urban and Mixed communities only. Defendants who had outstanding warrants at
the time of their arrest were 1.9 times (Large Urban) and 3.4 times (Mixed) more likely to
fail pending trial compared to defendants without outstanding warrants at the time o f
their arrest. In the Small Urban and Rural communities this was not a significant
predictor of pretrial outcome. One possible explanation for this difference is the size of
the community. Defendants living in geographically smaller communities may be more
likely to cross community boundaries when committing crimes. Conversely, defendants
living in larger geographical communities may be more likely to remain within
community boundaries when committing crimes. Another possible explanation is the
amount of resources and effectiveness o f the warrants division o f the local police
department. Communities with adequate resources and good warrant serving practices
are more likely to serve warrants; therefore, the number o f warrants outstanding for a
defendant would be reduced. Regardless of the reasons, differences do exist and
influence the relative importance o f the factor across community types.
These findings lead to the conclusion that the same defendant characteristics are
not the best predictors of outcome across community types. The best predictors in the
individual communities vary as well as the relative importance o f the factors. These
differences must be considered in each community type separately. Therefore, this
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research supports the Assumption o f Community Differences as it relates to the belief
that the individual predictors o f outcome are different dependent upon the community
type in which a defendant resides.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEORY
The current research provides support for the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk
Prediction and supports the Assumption of Community Differences as they relate to
predicting pretrial outcome. Beeley theorized nearly 80 years ago that defendant
characteristics could be used to predict pretrial outcome. This research identified 11
factors that are statistically significant predictors of outcome. The current research also
supports the Assumption o f Community Differences, a concept that was introduced in
1979 but had never been tested. Defendant characteristics that were predictive o f pretrial
outcome varied between community types. Not only were the statistically significant
factors different in the community types, the relative importance o f the factors was
different as well. Finding support for Beeley’s theory as well as the Assumption of
Community Differences has far-reaching implications for public policies related to the
bail decision-making process.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for future research and public policy are made here based on
the findings of the current study. There is a need for future research to further explore
and potentially validate the findings. In addition, the Commonwealth o f Virginia can
proceed with the development of public policy related to the bail decision.
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Future Research
In this study there were 11 defendant characteristics found to be the best
predictors of pretrial outcome based on the complete sample of defendants. When
examining this model as well as the four models built for each community type, 16
factors were found to be statistically significant predictors o f outcome in at least one
community. The results are based on a sample of defendants arrested over a 1-year
period in seven Virginia localities. In addition, the community types are represented by
one locality, which may not be representative of all localities of this community type.
Due to these limitations, additional research is recommended to further validate or
replicate the findings using new samples to explore the differences across community
types.
It is recommended that the 16 factors found to be statistically significant
predictors of outcome in one or more community type be collected in a number of
localities (the original seven and at least seven new localities). The collection and
analysis o f the factors in the seven original localities (four community types) will allow
for an attempt to validate the results o f the current research. In addition, the collection
and analysis o f the 16 factors in new localities will allow for the replication o f the
research and potential validation o f the findings based on a new sample. Also, the
relationship between the factors and community types can be further explored and
understood.
Pretrial services agencies throughout the Commonwealth o f Virginia use an
automated management information system called PTCC. The software system is used,
among other things, to collect data related to the pretrial investigation. PTCC uses the
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data to create a court report for judicial officers to aid them in making the bail decision.
It is recommended that the existing software system used in the pretrial services agencies
throughout the Commonwealth be modified to ensure the standardized collection of the
16 variables of interest, as well as any other variable deemed desirable for future
research. The factors o f interest could be required in some or all o f the localities served
by pretrial services agencies. It is recommended that the collection o f the data be
mandated in the original seven localities and at least seven new localities. This will allow
for validation and replication research efforts.
The current findings identified different factors to be statistically significant in the
four community types. Risk assessment instruments could be developed for each of the
four community types by using the statistically significant predictors o f pretrial outcome
and the related odds ratios from each of the Binary Logistic Regression models. Based
on these findings, a pilot test of the four separate risk assessment instruments could be
completed. Each instrument could be completed on defendants arrested in the original
four community types, a prediction made as to outcome (success or failure), and the cases
followed to determine the accuracy o f the instrument in each community type. The
factors of interest will already have been incorporated in the existing PTCC system.
Therefore, the software can be further modified to use the relevant factors for each
community to calculate a prediction of success or failure based on the odds ratios o f the
Binary Logistic Regression model built specifically for each community type. The
prediction can be compared to the actual outcome to determine the accuracy of the risk
assessment instruments.
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The pilot testing o f the four instruments would allow for necessary adjustments
and validation o f the instrument. Based on the results, the instruments could be
implemented in more communities across the Commonwealth with further adjustments
and validation being completed over time. A system must also be developed so localities
can accurately determine to which community type they belong and ensure the most
effective risk assessment instrument is being utilized in each community.
This research identified 16 defendant characteristics that were statistically
significant predictors o f outcome in at least one community type. Not examined as a part
of this research were any potential differences in the predictive accuracy o f the factors as
a function of demographic groups (race, gender, and socioeconomic status). Before these
findings are applied to public policy, specifically one or more risk assessment
instruments developed for use in the Commonwealth, research should be completed to
determine whether or not the factors are equally predictive regardless o f race, sex, and
socioeconomic status. This recommended research would investigate whether defendants
are receiving fair and equitable treatment across groups based on the set o f predictors. A
risk assessment instrument or any public policy related to bail decisions must ensure that
the instrument or policy does not favor or disadvantage specific groups. Furthermore, it
should be ensured that the factors ultimately incorporated in any risk assessment
instrument are allowable by law as dictated in the Code o f Virginia.
In addition to the future research in the Commonwealth o f Virginia, the results of
this study can be used as a foundation for future research surrounding the prediction of
pretrial outcome across the country. Future risk prediction and pretrial outcome related
studies should incorporate the factors found to be predictive o f outcome in the current
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research. Testing these factors in other localities in the country could potentially validate
the findings and determine the applicability o f the factors outside the Commonwealth o f
Virginia. The inclusion o f these factors in research outside Virginia will allow for further
testing o f the Assumption o f Community Differences.

Public Policy

This study determined that using the same defendant characteristics to predict
pretrial outcome does not produce the best results in varying community types. The
preliminary findings indicate that different factors and the related relative importance
should be used in the four community types to predict pretrial outcome. Although
differences in predictors o f outcome were found, these findings remain useful in
developing public policy. The Virginia Department o f Criminal Justice Services is
charged with the administration o f pretrial services agencies. Pretrial services agencies
have the responsibility to, among other things, complete background investigations on
defendants pending trial and make a bail recommendation to the judicial officer making
the bail decision. At this time, there are no formal guidelines, standards, or training
established to guide the pretrial programs in making the bail recommendation.
Perceptions o f what makes a defendant a risk o f failure pending trial vary substantially
across programs. In addition, recommendations for bail are substantially different
between programs, even among defendants with similar backgrounds.
The Virginia Department o f Criminal Justice Services can incorporate the
findings o f this research into a training class to aid pretrial staff in making more informed
bail recommendations. DCJS offers a two-week “Basic Skills” training course for all
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new pretrial staff. A training class developed to teach pretrial staff the factors that have
been identified as being predictors of pretrial outcome, the relative importance of the
factors to outcome, and the differences identified across community types, could be
incorporated into the Basic Skills course. The class should also include information on
the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction and related findings, as well as the
Assumption of Community Differences. The pretrial services agency recommendations
are followed by judicial officers a high percentage of the time in many localities. A
comprehensive training class for pretrial staff on predicting pretrial outcome could have a
substantial impact on bail recommendations and the ultimate bail decision.
In addition to the development of a training course for pretrial staff, it is
recommended that four risk assessment instruments be piloted in the different community
types as described above. The Commonwealth o f Virginia has been mandated to develop
and implement one or more risk assessment instruments to aid judicial officers in the bail
decision-making process. A pilot test o f the instruments should be completed first,
preferably in the original seven localities (four community types) where the data was
collected. The pilot testing would allow for necessary adjustments and validation o f the
instrument. Based on the results, the instrument could be implemented in more
communities with further adjustments and validation being completed over time. A
system must also be developed so localities can accurately determine to which
community type they belong and ensure that the most accurate risk assessment instrument
is being used in each locality.
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CONCLUSION
The current research supported the Beeley Theory o f Pretrial Risk Prediction by
identifying defendant characteristics related to pretrial outcome. In addition, support for
the Assumption of Community Differences was found. The results indicate that the
statistically significant predictors o f pretrial outcome vary across community types, as
well as the relative importance o f the factors in predicting pretrial outcome.
Based on the findings, future research is recommended for the Commonwealth of
Virginia, as well as the country, to further investigate the applicability o f the predictive
factors identified across community types in and outside o f Virginia. Recommendations
are also made to the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services in two areas. First,
a training class for pretrial services staff should be developed regarding the prediction of
pretrial outcome, including the Beeley Theory of Pretrial Risk Prediction, the
Assumption of Community Differences, and the results o f the current research.
Improving the bail recommendations o f the pretrial staff through training can ultimately
improve bail decisions. Second, it is recommended that DCJS begin the development o f
risk assessment instruments through pilot testing as described previously.
Training targeted at improving the bail recommendation as well as the
implementation of valid risk assessment instruments in Virginia localities can improve
bail decisions. Improved bail decisions can result in an increase to public safety, a
reduction in the potential for disparity in bail decisions, the protection o f the presumption
of innocence, and an improvement in the overall operation o f the criminal justice system.
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APPENDIX A
LOCALITY/COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS
y m
Community Type
Large Urban
Small Urban
Mixed
Persons*
6,187,358
57,403
133,793
19,027
Families*
1,642,735
35,322
4,166
15,670
Households*
2,294,722
49,699
7,469
18,978
Urban And Rural*
Inside urbanized area
62%
100%
100%
42%
Outside urbanized area
8%
0%
0%
5%
Rural farm
0%
1%
0%
2%
Rural non-farm
29%
0%
0%
51%
Sex*
Male
49%
50%
49%
46%
Female
51%
51%
54%
50%
Race*
White
77%
58%
76%
87%
Black
39%
19%
22%
11%
Other
4%
3%
2%
2%
Median Family Income In 1989*
$38,213
$34,291
$43,596
$33,353
Median Household Income In 1989*
$33,328
$30,144
$41,342
$26,614
Percent Below Poverty Level**
10%
11%
12%
5%
Total Resident Population***
6,189,000
139,181
71,981
21,953
Education***
Total persons 25 years and over
82,670
11,118
34,901
High school graduates
80%
74%
77%
College graduates
19%
26%
19%
* U.S. Census Bureau: 1990 Census: Summary Tape File 3A
**U.S. Census Bureau: County Income and Poverty Estimates 1990 Census Estimates: Virginia 1989
***U.S. Census Bureau: 1996 USA Counties General Profile

i

Rural
5,306
1,423
2,032

Rural
8,853
2,434
3,131

Rural
15,987
4,090
5,576

0%
100%
0%
0%

0%
0%
5%
95%

0%
0%
5%
95%

0%
0%
7%
93%

47%
53%

48%
52%

50%
50%

48%
52%

54%
46%
0%
$25,458
$21,009
18%

44%
56%
0%
$25,361
$22,116
16%

41%
58%
1%
$26,538
$20,833
20%

5,835

10,967

41%
59%
0%
$23,948
$19,424
25%
16,465

3,559
58%
13%

5,641
50%
5%

10,210
51%
7%

6,734
54%
9%

Rural
10,248
2,792
3,808

10,078
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A PPEN D IX C
IN T E R V IE W /IN V ESTIG A T IO N FORM
Interview Date:
Basic Inform ation:
Name:__________________________
DOB:_____

SS# : _______

A ge:____ Marital_S tatus:_____

State/Country o f B irth:_____________________
SID # :____________

Known Aliases:

Residence:
Homeless?

Sex:

Race:

# Dependents:

# Living w/_d efendant:___

Primary Language: ____________

FBI #:

Local tracking # : _____________

_____________________________________________________________

Verified b y :_______________________
Fixed address?

Home phone# : ________

address changes:_____

Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Lives w ith:_________ Relationship:

Length at presentaddress?____ area:_____state:__

Previous address: ____________________________________________________________________
Lived w ith:_________
Vehicle access?
Residence note:

Relationship:______

Length at previous address?_________

Public transp. access?
_____

Driver’s license # :__________ State issued:

_________

References:
Nam e:____________________ Relationship:

Phone #:

Nam e:____________________ Relationship:

Phone #:

Employment:
Employed?

Verified b y :_______________________
Em ployer:_______________ Address:________________

Supervisor:___________________ Phone:____________ Position:________
Length o f employment: _______ W ages:_________ per:________
months employed last 24 m onths:__________
Previous employer:_______________ Address:_________________________
Supervisor:___________________ Phone:____________ Position: _______
Length of previous employment: __________

W ages:___________

Other income: Source: ____________ Am ount:__________________
Source: ____________ A m ount:__________________

per:
per:

p e r:_________

Total net monthly incom e:__________________
Note:
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Education:
Current student?

School:___________________ # months student last 24 months:

Last grade completed:_______ Able to read English?_____ Able to write English?____

Past M ilitary Service:
Branch:

Type of discharge:_________________

Substance History:
Current alcohol use:

Frequency:________ Lastused:_________ Length o f use:

Current drug use:

Frequency:________ Lastused:_________ Length o f use:
Frequency:________ Lastused:_________ Length o f use:

History o f substance use

Substance treatment:
Substance(s):__________ W hen:______

Where:

Status

Type:

Substance(s):__________ W hen:______

Where:

Status

Type:

Treatment notes:________________________________________________

Health Issues:
Current mental health problems:
Issue(s):___________________
Treatment when:

Where:

Status:

Where:

Status:

Where:

Status:

Where:

Status:

Where:

Status:

Where:

Status:

Issue(s):
Treatment when:
Current physical health problems:
Issue(s):
Treatment when:
Issue(s):
Treatment when:
Prior mental health problems:
Issue(s):
Treatment when:
Issue(s):
Treatment when:
Prior physical health problems:
Issue(s):
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Treatment when:__________ W here:

Status: _

Issue(s):_____________________________________________________________________
Treatment when:__________ W here:________________________________

Status:

Health N ote:__________________________________________________________________
C rim inal History:
Outstanding warrants, capiases, detainers, or holds o f any kind:
Issued date:_______

Charge(s):____________________________ Locality:________

Issued date:_______

Charge(s):____________________________ Locality:________

Misdemeanor convictions verified:

Felony convictions verified:

Pending charges:
Arrest date:_______

Charge(s):____________________________ Locality:_____________

Arrest date:_______

Charge(s):____________________________

Previous failures to appear: W here:_________________
W here:_________________________

Locality:_____________

W hen:_____ W hy:______________

W hen:________ W hy:__________________________

Escape or flight to avoid prosecution: Where: __________________________When:__________
Current community supervision: T ype:_______________ Officer:_______ Locality:_______
Any prior community supervision revocation: W here:__________________ When:__________
C u rre n t Charges:
AilgSl Date— Chg. Class__ Charge___________ Locality________ Bond Amount___ Bond Type

yfctim :
N am e:________________________________ Relationship:____________ Lives w/ defendant?
N am e:________________________________ Relationship:____________ Lives w/ defendant?
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APPEN D IX D
DATABASE SC R EENS
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Screens 3-7
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APPENDIX E
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS AND DATABASE GUIDELINES
HEADING
INFORM ATION:
Case number

automatically assigned based on the locality selected (see below)

Project locality

the locality where the interview took place;
once the locality is selected the Case number will automatically be
assigned;
the assigned Case number must be written down on the investigation
form;
values:
Case # begins with:
Hampton
100,000
Emporia
200,000
Greensville
200,000
Brunswick
200,000
Sussex
200,000
Fredericksburg
300,000
Spotsylvania
300,000

Interview date

MM/DD/YYYY

Staff

the field is automatically completed based on the staff member who
logged onto the system

PASIC
INFORM ATION
SCREEN 1:
Date of birth

MM/DD/YYYY

Age

calculated field based on date o f birth entered

Sex

values: Male

Race

Number o f dependents
Number o f dependents
living with defendant
Marital status
Primary language
Fixed address
Home phone

Female

values: American Indian
White
Asian
Other
Black
Unknown
Hispanic
number o f children and/or adults the defendant financially supports
and is responsible for;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
number o f dependents that actually live with the defendant;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
values: Married
Separated
Divorced
Widowed
Never Married
the language the defendant is most comfortable with and speaks most
often; values: English / French / Spanish / Other
Y/N check box — if the defendant has a stable address, the box should
be checked
Y/N check box— if there is a phone at the defendants fixed address,
the box should be checked
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years and months;
report as follows:

Length of time at current
address

Length of time in area

Length of time in state

Number address changes
in last 24 months
Access to vehicle
Access to public
transportation
Currently employed

Length of employment

# months employed in
the last 24
Other sources o f income
Total net monthly
income

less than 1 month
report as:
0 months
1 to less than 2 months
report as:
1 month
2 to less than 3 months
report as:
2 months
etc.;
a value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value
is zero
Hampton area includes: Hampton Roads
Emporia area includes: Emporia /Greensville / Sussex / Brunswick
Waverly / Wakefield / N.C. localities
bordering Virginia
Fredericksburg area includes: Stafford / Fredericksburg / Spotsylvania
King George / Caroline
years and months— length o f time in Virginia;
report as follows: less than 1 month
report as:
0 months
1 to less than 2 months
report as:
1 month
2 to less than 3 months
report as:
2 months
etc.;
a value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value
is zero
number of true address changes in the last 24 months;
this should be distinguished from the number of addresses the
defendant has had in the last 24 months;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
Y/N check box— if the defendant has vehicle access to get to court,
the box should be checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant has access to public transportation
to get to court, the box should be checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant was employed at the time o f the
arrest, the box should be checked
years and months— length o f current employment;
report as follows: less than 1 month
report as:
0 months
1 to less than 2 months
report as:
I month
2 to less than 3 months
report as:
2 months
etc.;
this field may only be entered if the defendant is currently employed;
a value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value
is zero
total number of months employed regardless of the number of
employments
Y/N check box— if the defendant has any other sources o f income, the
box should be checked
income the defendant takes home including employment income and
any other source(s) of income;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero

b a s ic

INFORMATION
SCREEN 2:
Currently a student
Number of months a
student in the last 24

Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently a student in any formal
education program, the box should be checked
number of months a student regardless of current status;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
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Last grade completed
Able to read English
Able to write English

Current alcohol abuse

Current drug abuse

Prior alcohol abuse

Prior drag abuse

Current drug or alcohol
treatment

Current mental health
problems

Current physical health
problems

values: grades 1-12 (be specific)
GED / Trade School / 1 Year College / 2 Year College
3 Year College / College Graduate / Graduate Education
Y/N check box— if the defendant can read English, the box should be
checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant can write English, the box should be
checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently abusing alcohol, the box
should be checked;
the following are examples o f indications o f current alcohol abuse:
large quantities of alcohol consumed in one sitting (beer, wine, or
liquor);
the defendant is currently receiving alcohol education or treatment;
the defendant’s drinking is interfering with his/her life (employment,
health, family, finances);consumption o f alcohol on a near daily basis;
alcohol was a contributing factor to the current arrest; the defendant
reports he/she is abusing alcohol
Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently abusing drugs, the box
should be checked;
the following are examples o f indications o f current drug abuse:
currently using illegal substance(s); defendant admits to abusing
illegal or prescription drugs
Y/N check box—if the defendant has a history o f abusing alcohol, the
box should be checked;
the following are examples o f indications o f prior alcohol abuse:
large quantities o f alcohol consumed in one sitting (beer, wine, or
liquor); the defendant received alcohol education or treatment in the
past; the defendant’s drinking interfered with his/her life
(employment, health, family, finances); consumption o f alcohol was
on a near daily basis; the defendant reports he/she previously abused
alcohol; a criminal history containing alcohol related convictions
Y/N check box—if the defendant has a history o f abusing drugs, the
box should be checked;
the following are examples o f indications o f previous drug abuse:
previously used illegal substance(s) repeatedly (this is to be
distinguished from short term experimental use); defendant admits to
previously abusing illegal or prescription drugs; a criminal history
containing drug related convictions; the defendant received drug
education or treatment in the past
Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently in any type o f drug or
alcohol treatment, the box should be checked;
Note: AA/NA and all education programs are not considered
treatment
Y/N check box— if the defendant has ever been diagnosed with a
mental health problem and is currently suffering from the problem,
the box should be checked; Note: do not include self diagnosed
problems
Y/N check box—if the defendant has ever been diagnosed with a
physical health problem and is currently suffering from the problem,
the box should be checked; Note: do not include self diagnosed
problems
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Current mentaL/physical
health treatment

Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently receiving treatment for a
mental or physical health problem, the box should be checked

Criminal history

Y/N check box— if the defendant has any adult criminal conviction
for a class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9 misdemeanor (carries a
penalty o f jail time) listed in section V o f this manual, and/or any
felony, the box should be checked

Outstanding warrants

Pending charges

Prior flight / escape
Current supervision

Prior revocation
Number o f prior
misdemeanor
convictions
Number o f prior felony
convictions
Total number of
misdemeanor
convictions in last 5
years
Total number o f felony
convictions in last 5
years
Number o f prior FTA

Total number o f violent
convictions

Total number o f drug
possession or
distribution convictions

Arrest date

Y/N check box— if the defendant has any outstanding warrant for a
class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9 misdemeanor (carries a penalty
o f jail time) listed in section V o f this manual, and/or any felony, the
box should be checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant has any pending charge for a class 1
or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9 misdemeanor (carries a penalty o f jail
time) listed in section V o f this manual, and/or any felony, the box
should be checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant has any conviction for escape from
custody or flight to avoid prosecution, the box should be checked
Y/N check box— if the defendant is currently under any type o f active
community criminal justice supervision, the box should be checked;
Note: this does not include unsupervised probation
Y/N check box— if the defendant has any prior community criminal
justice supervision revocation, the box should be checked
total number o f adult class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9
misdemeanor conviction (carries a penalty o f jail time) listed in
section V o f this manual;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
total number of adult felony convictions;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
total number of adult class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9
misdemeanor conviction (carries a penalty o f jail time) listed in
section V of this manual in last 5 years;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
total number o f adult felony convictions in the last 5 years;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
total number of adult convictions for failure to appear (misdemeanor
and felony); a value must be entered into this field, even if that value
is zero
total number o f adult misdemeanor assault and felony crimes against
persons convictions;
felony crimes against persons includes the following categories:
rape / sex offense / robbery / kidnapping / murder
assault / sexual assault
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
total number o f adult class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9
misdemeanor (carries a penalty o f jail time) listed in section V o f this
manual, and/or any felony;
count only possession or distribution narcotic convictions;
a value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero
MM/DD/YYYY
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Most serious charge
classification

enter the charge classification for the most serious charge;
the most serious charge is determined by the charge type
(misdemeanor or felony) and level (class number);
a felony is more serious than a misdemeanor;
the most serious charge level begins with 1 followed by 2, 3 ,4 , etc.
with the exception o f an unclassified misdemeanor (M9) or felony
(F9); in those cases where one o f the charges is unclassified chose the
one with the most serious penalty

Relationship to victim

the relationship between the victim and the defendant for crimes
against persons;
report any victim for any charge;
if more than 1 victim report the relationship for the most serious
charge;
if more than I victim for the most serious charge, enter the closest
relationship;
values: Spouse / Neighbor / Parent / Employer-Employee-Co-worker
Sibling / Friend / Child / Acquaintance / Child in Common
Stranger / Other Relative / No Victim / Significant Other

Total number o f charges

include all class 1 or 2 misdemeanor, any class 9 misdemeanor
(carries a penalty o f jail time) listed in section V o f this manual,
and/or any felony for the current arrest;
include only those charges where warrants were issued in one o f the
localities included in the project site;
any current charge where the warrant was issued in a locality not
covered by the project site should be included in the category
“Number o f pending charges "

CHARGES
INFORMATION:
Virginia code

the Virginia code the defendant was charged with at arrest;
if the exact code is known, enter it, otherwise select a category

Category

select a category from the drop down values

Descriptor
Charge type
Charge level

Locality

if there is more than 1 descriptor for the code and category, select the
appropriate descriptor
this will automatically be filled in once the code, category, and
descriptor have been selected
this will automatically be filled in once the code, category, and
descriptor have been selected
select the locality the warrant for this charge was issued in;
values: Hampton
Brunswick
Emporia
Sussex
Fredericksburg
Spotsylvania
Greensville

Bail set

Y/N check box— if bail is set, the box should be checked;
however, if bail is set but no bond the box should not be checked;

Initial bond type

this field will only be requested if bail is set;
enter the bond type set at the initial bail hearing;
once entered the bond type should never be changed;
values: Promise to Appear / ROR-PR / Surety Bond
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With pretrial supervision

Initial bond amount
Released from custody
Release date

Bond type at release

Released from jail with
pretrial
Bond amount at release

this field will only be requested if bail is set;
Y/N check box— if pretrial supervision is ordered as a condition o f
bail at the initial bail hearing, the box should be checked
this field will only be requested if bail is set;
enter the amount set at the initial bail hearing;
once entered the bond amount should never be changed
Y/N check box— if the defendant is released from custody at any time
pending trial for the specific charge, the box should be checked
this field will only be requested if released from custody;
MM/DD/YYYY
this field will only be requested if released from custody;
enter the bond type at the time defendant is released;
values: 3rd Party Surety
Promise to Appear
Bondsman Surety
Property Surety
Cash
ROR / PR
Corporate Surety
this field will only be requested if released from custody;
Y/N check box— if pretrial supervision is ordered as a condition o f
bail at the time the defendant is released from jail, the box should be
checked
this field will only be requested if released from custody;
enter the bond amount at the time defendant is released
if the defendant’s bail is revoked for violating the conditions o f
release, select “Bail Revocation Violating Conditions o f Release”;
if the defendant fails to appear for court, select “Failed to Appear”;
if it is known that the defendant was re-arrested for a class 1
misdemeanor or any felony while pending trial for the current charge,
select “Re-arrested New Offense''-,
if none o f the above outcomes occur prior to the disposition o f the
case and the defendant appears for court, select “To be Determined1'-,

DISPOSITION
INFORMATION:
Outcome

to determine the actual outcome when “To be Determined' has been
selected, a VCIN/NCIC record check must be completed 60 days
following the disposition date o f the current charge;
if the record check shows no arrest between the original arrest date
and the disposition date, select “Appeared for Court’;
if an arrest is found to have occurred while the defendant was
pending trial, the offense date for that arrest must be determined;
if the offense date was between the original arrest date and the
disposition date, select “Re-arrested New Offense,” otherwise select
“Appeared for Court”
values: Appeared for Court / Re-arrested New Offense
Failed to Appear / Bail Revocation Violate Conditions o f
Release / To be Determined

Disposition

the court disposition for the specific charge;
values: Guilty / Withhold Finding / Not Guilty / Dismissed
Nolle Pressed / Bench Warrant-Capias

Disposition date

MM/DD/YYYY
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APPENDIX F
DATABASE CHECKING PROCEDURES
Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services (DCJS)
Risk Assessment Database Data Checking Procedures
Section I: Importing the Database
The applications that will be used to complete data checks o f the DCJS Risk
Assessment Database are Microsoft Excel 97 SR-1 and SPSS 8.0. This procedure
manual was written for the existing database, however, it has been designed in such a
way that it can be used with minor modification for future similar risk assessment
projects. Due to the quickly changing pace of technology, the software used for this
project may be obsolete or unavailable in the future, however, newer spreadsheet
software and SPSS versions should be adaptable for future projects.
The DCJS Risk Assessment Database is written in Microsoft Access. The first
step is to convert from Access to Microsoft Excel 4 (Excel 4 is the highest version
supported by SPSS 8.0). The procedure is as follows:
1. Open Windows Explorer
2. Locate the file named “RiskA ssessBee” and double click it (this will
open the file in Access)
3. When you are prompted for a password enter it and click “OK”
I H.lfc/k

O lita

r

t»«•

I'

| (9qMrtK I

anna

| ■ Meats |

S Noras | s f l M t e |

4. You should see the above screen. Ensure that the “Tables” tab is
selected and that “tbl Main” is selected.
5. From the “File” menu select “Save As/Export...”
6. In the resulting window ensure that “To an External File or Database”
is selected and click “OK”
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7. Select “Microsoft Excel 4” in the “Save as lype” box o f the resulting
window and click “Export”
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Your file should now be converted to Excel 4 format and should be located in the
same directory as the “tbl_Main” Access file. The next procedure is opening the Excel
file in SPSS.
Section II: Opening the File in SPSS
To open the Excel file in SPSS, start SPSS and clear any opening screens by
clicking “Cancel.” Select “Open” from the file menu and select “Excel (*xls)” from the
“Files of type” box in the resulting window. Click “Qpen.”
I)j>**n1lir
Lookjrc

|

Hampt<y>

u

* 1 lb l Main
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In the “Opening File Options” window, select “Read variable names” and click “OK.”
Note the “Output 1— SPSS Viewer” showing any changes in variable names. If desired,
this file can be saved for future reference and closed. The window you will be working
in is the “Untitled— SPSS Data Editor” window.
Section III: Common Procedures
Prior to attempting any data checking, it is a good idea to familiarize yourself with these
procedures.
I. Frequencies
Frequencies are useful for a first look at your data. To run frequencies, perform the
following sequence o f instructions.
1. From the menu bar, select Statistics, Summarize, frequencies...
The following dialog box should appear:

^counter
(?>case
jft protectJocafty [proj
Wefview_date fnte

XmtHUk
1

—1

^

2<tfaff

Pada

Cancal 1

brrthdate [bcthdst]

*>ag«?
S I m rfe .tM

Zl

F? BivlvfnqwncyUblM
jwirtct j flmt.

fmH. |

2. Highlight all the variables in the left pane of the resulting window by
clicking the first variable in the list, then scrolling down and holding
the shift key and clicking the last variable in the list. All of the records
in the left pane should be highlighted at this point.
3. Click the arrow between the panes to move the selected variables into
the variable(s) pane.
4. Click “OK.” The program will run frequencies and display them in a
new window named “Output 1— SPSS Viewer.”
Analyzing frequencies will be covered in Section IV.
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II. Sorting Cases
One of the most fundamental procedures in performing data checking is sorting data.
Data can be sorted in SPSS in ascending or descending order. The procedure is as
follows:
1. From the menu bar, select Data, Sort Cases... . The following dialog
box should appear:
. Sort C a s e s

EJ

poit fair.
^>case
4 > pfojectjocaily [pro
interview_date fmte
^ staff
$>birthdate [birthdat]
$>age
31 rovfe skx

r— 1

\

DK
Paste

flmot
-Sort Order
f^&scendhg
Cetcendng

Coned
Help

2. Select the variable you wish to sort by from the left hand window
3. Click the arrow button to move the variable name to the “Sort by:” box
4. Select the desired sort order (Ascending or Descending)
5. To add additional variables repeat steps 2 and 3
6. When all variables to be sorted have been added, click “OK”
III. Copying and Pasting Columns
Another common procedure is copying columns o f data from SPSS and pasting them into
an Excel spreadsheet. This is useful for comparison and presentation of data. To copy
and paste from SPSS to Excel:
1. In SPSS, right click the column heading (variable name) o f the column
you wish to copy
2. Select “Copy” from the resulting menu
3. In Excel, right click the cell where the data will be pasted to and select
“£aste” from the resulting menu
♦Note: The variable name will not be copied into Excel. You may find it useful to paste
the data into row 2 of the spreadsheet and type the variable name into row 1.
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Section IV: Analyzing Frequencies
Frequencies are useful in locating missing values and identifying outlier values in the
database. Let’s take a look at an example. The following is a frequency table for the
current employment variable.
current_efnpfcMnent

Valid

.00
1.00
Total

Frequency
614

P e rc e n t
46.0

Valid
P ercen t
46.0

C um ulative
P e rc e n t
46.0

720
1334

54.0
10 0 .0

54.0
100.0

100.0

In this example there are a total o f 1334 “Valid” entries. The symbols “.00” and “ 1.00”
indicate that this is a “yes/no” variable, .00 indicates a “no” answer and 1.00 indicates a
“yes” answer.
In this case, there are 614 persons not currently employed and 720 persons that are
currently employed. The total number of answers to this variable were 1334, which
should match the total number o f cases in the database.
In the next table we notice some inconsistencies:
yur_«n|rio|inont

valid

Missing
Total

00
1 00
2 00
300
4 00
5 00
6 00
700
8.00
900
10.00
11.00
12.00
13 00
14 00
15 00
16 00
17 00
18.00
19 00
2000
2200
2300
24 00
2500
2600
30 00
Total
System

Freauencv
311
97
64
51
39
20
16
14
9
11
11
6
9
8
3
9
3
5
6
3
7
3
2
2
4
1
1
715
619
1334

Percent
23.3
73
4.8
38
2.9
1.5
12
1.0
7
3
.8
4
.7
.6
.2
.7
.2
.4
4
2
.5
.2
.1
.1
3
.1
.1
53.6
46 4
100.0

Valid
Percent
43 5
13.6
90
7,1
5.5
2.8
2.2
2.0
13
1.5
15
.8
1.3
1.1
4
1.3
4
.7
8
4
1.0
.4
.3
.3
6
.1
.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
43.5
57.1
66.0
73.1
78.6
81.4
83.6
856
86.9
88 4
89.9
90.8
92.0
93.1
93.6
94.8
95.2
95.9
96.8
97.2
98.2
98.6
98.9
99.2
99.7
99.9
100.0
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This table is associated with the number o f years the defendant has been employed at
their current employment. Considering that not all defendants were currently employed,
the possibility exists for valid missing entries.
Note that there are a total o f 619 missing entries. Remember that there were a total of
614 defendants that listed no current employment. This leaves a remainder of 5 invalid
missing entries. The next step would be to locate the records associated with these
missing entries and make the proper adjustments. All frequencies should be reviewed for
invalid missing values.
Now let’s take a look at an example o f using frequencies to identify outliers. The
following table represents the total net monthly income reported by a defendant.
*Note: The table has been shortened for viewing purposes.
nN.montMyjnconw

valid

$ 00
$90 00
$4,200 00
$4.300 00
$4,400 00
$4,500.00
$4.600 00
$4.800 00
$5.00000
$5.500 00
$5,800 00
$6,000 00
$6.20000
$6.250 00
$6.500 00
$6,700 00
$7,500.00
$8,000.00
$10.000 00
$12.000 00
$20.000 00
Total

Frequency
187
2
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
779

P ercent
24 0
.3
.3
,1
1
1
1
1
5

1
3
1
1
.1
100 0

Valid
Percent
24.0
3
.3
.1
.1
.1
.1
1
1
1
.1
1
1
1
1
1
.1
1
.1
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
24.0
24 3
97.2
97.3
97.4
97.6
97.7
97.8
98.3
98 5
98.6
98 7
98.8
99.0
99.1
99.2
99 4
99.6
99.7
99.9
100.0

In this example, the last three entries are outliers because they are considerably higher
than the mean net monthly income (SI, 197.30). It is important to note that a value may
be considered an outlier, but may still be a valid entry. In this particular case all of the
entries were confirmed to be correct.

Section V: Frequency Checks
In addition to identifying outlier values and invalid missing values, frequencies can be
used to identify invalid values for a particular response as well as values that are suspect
and should be investigated. Below is a review o f variables with corresponding checks to
be completed on the DCJS Risk Assessment Database.
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Month and Day Values:
The variables that pertain to this section are listed as follows:
Length of time at current address (months)
Length of time in area (months)
Length of time in state (months)
Length of employment (months)
Charge 1-5 Active incarceration months
Charge 1-5 Active incarceration days
Charge 1-5 Suspended incarceration months
Charge 1-5 Suspended incarceration days
Charge 1-5 Supervision term months
Charge 1-5 Supervision term days
There should be no variable named “days” with a value greater than 30
There should be no variable named “months” with a value greater than 11
Project Locality—The valid entries are Hampton, Emporia, Greensville, Brunswick,
Sussex, Fredericksburg, and Spotsylvania. A value must be entered into this field.
Interview Date—No dates prior to July 1, 1998 (project start date) or after June 30, 1999
(program end date). A value must be entered into this field.
Staff—A value must be entered into this field. This field is not case sensitive.
Date of Birth— Any date after June 30, 1980 would be suspect. The standard operating
procedures state that the population will be adults 18 years o f age or older or juveniles
previously certified as adults. Any case with a birth date after July 1, 1980 should be
checked. A value must be entered into this field.
Age—Any value less than 18 would be suspect. The standard operating procedures state
that the population will be adults 18 years of age or older or juveniles previously certified
as adults. A value must be entered into this field.
Sex—The valid entries are Female or Male. A value must be entered into this field.
Race—The valid entries are Asian, Black, Hispanic, American Indian, Other, White, and
Unknown. A value must be entered into this field.
Number of Dependents—A value must be entered into this field, even if that value is
zero.
Number of Dependents Living With Defendant—A value must be entered into this field,
even if that value is zero.
Marital Status— The valid entries are Divorced, Married, Never Married, Separated, and
Widowed. A value must be entered into this field.
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Primary Language—The valid entries are English, Spanish, French and Other. A value
must be entered into this field.
Fixed Address—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Home Phone—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Length o f Time at Current Address—The valid entries are greater than or equal to 0 years
and 0-11 months. A value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value
is zero.
Length o f Time in Area—The valid entries are greater than or equal to 0 years and 0-11
months. A value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value is zero.
Length of Time in State— The valid entries are greater than or equal to 0 years and 0-11
months. A value must be entered into both years and months, even if that value is zero.
Number of Address Changes in the Last 24 Months—Valid values range from 0 to 24. A
value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero.
Access to Vehicle—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Access to Public Transportation— This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing
values.
Currently Employed—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Length of Employment—The valid entries are greater than or equal to 0 years and 0-11
months. Missing values must match the number of 0 values in the Currently Employed
field.
Number o f Months Employed in the Last 24 Months—The valid values range from 0-24.
A value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero.
Other Sources of Income—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Total Net Monthly Income— A value must be entered into this field, even if that value is
zero.
Currently a Student—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Number of Months a Student in the Last 24 Months- The valid values range from 0-24.
A value must be entered into this field, even if that value is zero.
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Last Grade Completed—The valid entries are grades 1-12 individually, GED, Trade
School, 1 Year College, 2 Year College, 3 Year College, College Graduate, and Graduate
Education. There should be no missing values.
Able to Read English—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Able to Write English—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Current Alcohol Abuse—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Prior Alcohol Abuse— This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Current Drug Abuse—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Prior Drug Abuse—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Current Drug or Alcohol Treatment—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no
missing values.
Current Mental Health Problems— This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing
values.
Current Physical Health Problems— This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing
values.
Current Mental/Physical Health Treatment—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no
missing values.
Criminal History—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Outstanding Warrants—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Pending Charges—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Current Supervision—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Prior Revocation—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Prior Flight / Escape—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Number of Prior Misdemeanor Convictions— A value must be entered into this field,
even if that value is zero.
Number of Prior Felony Convictions—A value must be entered into this field, even if
that value is zero.
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Total Number of Misdemeanor Convictions in Last 5 Years— A value must be entered
into this field, even if that value is zero.
Total Number of Felony Convictions in Last 5 Years—A value must be entered into this
field, even if that value is zero.
Total Number of Prior F T A— A value must be entered into this field, even if that value is
zero.
Total Number of Violent Convictions—A value must be entered into this field, even if
that value is zero.
Total Number of Drug Possession or Distribution Convictions—A value must be entered
into this field, even if that value is zero.
Arrest Date—No dates prior to July 1, 1998 (project start date) or after June 30, 1999
(program end date). A value must be entered into this field.
Most Serious Charge Classification—Valid entries are Felony or Misdemeanor. A value
must be entered into this field.
Relationship to Victim—The valid entries are Spouse, Parent, Sibling, Child, Child in
Common, Other Relative, Significant Other, Neighbor, Employer/Employee/Co-Worker,
Friend, Acquaintance, Stranger, and No Victim. A value must be entered into this field.
Total Number of Charges—A value greater than zero must be entered into this field.
Virginia Code—A value must be entered into this field for each charge. The values are
selected from a table in the database consisting of the Virginia Code.
Category—A value must be entered into this field for each charge. The values are
selected from a table in the database consisting of the Virginia Code.
Descriptor—A value must be entered into this field for each charge. The values are
selected from a table in the database consisting of the Virginia Code.
Charge Type—A value must be entered into this field for each charge. The values are
selected from a table in the database consisting of the Virginia Code.
Charge Level—A value must be entered into this field for each charge. The values are
selected from a table in the database consisting of the Virginia Code.
Locality— The valid entries are Hampton, Emporia, Greensville, Brunswick, Sussex,
Fredericksburg, and Spotsylvania. A value must be entered into this field.
Bail Set— This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
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Initial Bond Type— The valid entries are Promise to Appear, ROR/PR, and Surety Bond.
The number of missing entries should match the number o f negative responses to Bail
Set.
With Pretrial Supervision—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Initial Bond Amount— The number o f entries should equal the number of valid values for
Bond Type.
Released From Custody—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing values.
Release Date—The number o f missing entries should match the number o f negative
responses to Released From Custody. No dates prior to July 1, 1998 (project start date)
or past March 31, 2000 when the data collection project was closed.
Bond Type at Release— The valid entries are 3rd Party Surety, Bondsman Surety, Cash,
Corporate Surety, Promise to Appear, Property Surety, and ROR/PR. The number o f
missing entries should match the number of negative responses to Released From
Custody.
Released From Jail with Pretrial—This is a Y/N checkbox. There should be no missing
values.
Bond Amount at Release—The number of missing entries should match the number o f
negative responses to Released From Custody.
Outcome—The valid entries are Appeared For Court, Bail Revocation Violating
Conditions of Release, Failed To Appear, Other, Re-Arrested New Offense, To Be
Determined. When data checking the complete database, as compared to interim checks,
the number o f missing values should match the number o f missing values in “Virginia
Code” and there should be no values o f “To Be Determined.”
Disposition—The valid entries are Bench Warrant / Capias, Dismissed, Guilty, Nolle
Prossed, Not Guilty, Withhold Finding. Missing entries should match the number o f
valid missing entries in “Virginia Code.”
Disposition Date—No dates prior to July 1, 1998 (project start date) or past March 31,
2000 when the data collection project was closed. Missing entries should match the
number o f valid missing entries in “Virginia Code.”
Section VI: Logical Inconsistencies
This section describes data items that do not cohere logically. It is important to note that
many of the “logical inconsistencies” listed here are not necessarily erroneous if they
meet the stated criteria. Each item must be scrutinized on an individual basis for its
validity. Please refer to the SOP for exceptions to the suggested checks listed below.
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This section will make use o f the data sorting and copy and paste procedures described in
Section III: Common Procedures. To check the validity o f each item, sort on the
appropriate fields and copy and paste the columns into Excel to compare the items in a
side by side manner.
Dependents
Number o f Dependents / Number o f Dependents Living With Defendant—The Number
o f Dependents Living With Defendant must not exceed the value indicated in Number o f
Dependents.
Residence
Fixed Address / Home Phone— A positive response to the Home Phone field would make
a negative response in the Fixed Address field suspect.
Fixed Address / Length o f Time at Current Address—A negative response to the Fixed
Address field combined with a response other than 0 in Length o f Time at Current
Address is suspect.
Length of Time in Area / Length o f Time in State— A value in Length o f Time in Area
that exceeds the value indicated in Length o f Time in State would be suspect.
Employment and or Other Income
Currently Employed / Length o f Employment— If a positive response is indicated in the
Currently Employed field, there should be no missing values in Length o f Employment.
Conversely, a negative response to the Currently Employed field with a response other
than 0 in Length o f Employment would be suspect.
Currently Employed / Total Net Monthly Income— A positive response to Currently
Employed along with a 0 response to Total Net Monthly Income would be suspect.
Other Sources o f Income / Total Net Monthly Income— A positive response to Other
Sources o f Income along with a 0 response in the Total Net Monthly Income field would
be suspect.
Currently Employed / Other Sources o f Income / Total Net Monthly Income—If a
negative response is indicated in both the Currently Employed and Other Sources o f
Income fields, a value greater than 0 in Total Net Monthly Income would be suspect.
Currently Employed / Number o f Months Employed in the Last 24 Months—If a
negative response is indicated in Currently Employed, a response o f 24 in Number o f
Months Employed in Last 24 would be suspect. If a positive response is indicated in
Currently Employed, a value o f 0 in Number o f Months Employed in the Last 24 would
be suspect.
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Education
Able to read English / Able to write English / Last Grade Completed— Look for logical
inconsistencies, for instance, a college graduate that is unable to read or write would be
suspect.
Currently a Student / Number o f Months a Student in the Last 24 Months— A negative
response to Currently a Student with a response o f 24 months in the Number o f Months a
Student in the last 24 Months field is suspect. A positive response to Currently a Student
along with a response o f 0 in Number o f Months Student in the Last 24 Months would be
suspect.
Drue / Alcohol Abuse
Current Drug or Alcohol Treatment / Current-Prior Drug-Alcohol Abuse— A positive
response to Current Drug or Alcohol Tt*.uimeni with no indication o f current or prior
drug or alcohol abuse would be suspect.
Current or Prior Drug Abuse / Total Number o f Drug Convictions— A negative response
to Current or Prior Drug Abuse along with a response other than zero in Total Number o f
Drug Convictions would be suspect.
Criminal History
Where no criminal history is indicated a positive response to any o f the following fields
would be suspect:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prior Flight / Escape
Current Supervision
Prior Revocation
Number o f Prior Misdemeanor Convictions
Number o f Prior Felony Convictions
Total Number o f Misdemeanor Convictions In Last 5 Years
Total Number o f Felony Convictions In Last 5 Years
Total Number o f Prior FTA
Total Number o f Violent Convictions
Total Number o f Drug Convictions

Total Number of Misdemeanor Convictions In Last 5 Years / Number of Prior
Misdemeanor Convictions— If a positive response to Total Number o f Misdemeanor
Convictions In Last 5 Years is indicated, a negative response to Number o f Prior
Misdemeanor Convictions would be suspect.
Total Number of Felony Convictions In Last 5 Years / Number o f Prior Felony
Convictions— If a positive response to Total Number o f Felony Convictions In Last 5
Years is indicated, a negative response to Number o f Prior Felony Convictions would be
suspect.
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Most Serious Charge Classification—If the Most Serious Charge Classification is listed
as a felony, there should be at least one felony listed in Charge Type o f charges 1-5. If
the Most Serious Charge Classification is listed as a misdemeanor, there should be no
felonies listed in Charge Type o f charges 1-5.
Total Number o f Charges— The Total Number o f Charges indicated up to 5 should equal
the total charges listed in charges 1-5. If the Total Number o f Charges exceeds 5,
charges 1-5 must contain complete information.
Arrest Date/Release Date— The Arrest Date must be before the Release Date.
Release Date/ Disposition Date—The Release Date must be before the Disposition Date.
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APPENDIX G
RECODING STRATEGY— VARIABLES AND RELATED VALUES
Age

Continuous variable

Sex

Male, Female

Race

White, Black, Other

Marital Status

Never Married, Married, No Longer Married

Dependents

None, 1, 2, 3 or more

Dep. Living with Defendant

None, 1, 2, 3 or more

Primary Language

English, Other

Able to Read

No, Yes

Able to Write

No, Yes

Level o f Education

Continuous variable

Current Physical Health Problem

No, Yes

Current Mental Health Problem

No, Yes

Current Physical/Mental Health TX

No, Yes

Current Alcohol Abuse

No, Yes

Prior Alcohol Abuse

No, Yes

Current Drug Abuse

No, Yes

Prior Drug Abuse

No, Yes

Current Drug/Alcohol TX

No, Yes

Fixed Address

No, Yes

Time at Current Address

Less than I Year, 1 Year or more

Home Phone

No, Yes

Years in Area

Continuous variable

Years in State

Continuous variable

Address Changes in Last 2 Years

Continuous variable

Vehicle Access

No, Yes

Public Transportation Access

No, Yes

Currently Employed

No, Yes

Length o f Current Employment

Unemployed or Newly Employed, 1 to 3 Years,
4 or more Years

Employed During the Last 2 Years

No, Yes

Other Income

No, Yes

Net Monthly Income

Continuous variable
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Currently a Student

No, Yes

Months a Student in Last 24

Continuous variable

Charge Type

Misdemeanor, Felony

Charge Category

Theft, Narcotics, FTA Violent, Traffic, Other

Total Number of Charges

1, 2 ,3 or more

Outstanding Warrants

No, Yes

Pending Charges

No, Yes

Community Supervision

No, Yes

Criminal History

No, Yes

Prior Revocations

No, Yes

Prior Escape or Flight

No, Yes

Misdemeanor Convictions

None, 1, 2 or more

Felony Convictions

No, Yes

Misdemeanor Conv. last 5 Years

None, 1, 2 or more

Felony Conv. last 5 Years

No, Yes

FTA Convictions

None, 1, 2 or more

Violent Convictions

None, 1, 2 or more

Drug Convictions

None, 1, 2 or more
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APPENDIX H
DATA ANALYSIS—DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Table 9
Demographic Descriptive Data
ALL
Variable

(n=1971)

Large Urban Small Urban
(n=I050)

(n=235)

Mixed

Rural

(n=478)

(n=208)

Age
Mean (SD)

31.03(10.15) 30.68 (9.89) 30.79(10.41) 31.52(10.57) 31.96(10.09)

Median

29

29

29

30

30

Range

18-82

18-65

18-82

18-65

18-65

Male

78%

80%

69%

79%

80%

Female

22%

20%

31%

21%

20%

White

40%

28%

52%

69%

17%

Black

58%

69%

46%

29%

82%

Other

2%

3%

2%

2%

1%

Never Married

54%

57%

57%

48%

51%

Married

22%

17%

19%

30%

29%

No Longer Married

24%

26%

25%

22%

20%

None

45%

50%

43%

39%

38%

1

20%

19%

25%

22%

20%

2

17%

15%

16%

21%

19%

3 or more

17%

16%

17%

18%

23%

Sex

Race

Marital Status

Dependents
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Table 9 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=I050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

None

65%

67%

61%

62%

64%

1

14%

12%

20%

17%

12%

2

11%

11%

9%

12%

14%

3 or more

10%

10%

9%

9%

10%

99%

99%

98%

98%

100%

1%

1%

2%

2%

0%

No

2%

2%

3%

3%

3%

Yes

98%

98%

97%

97%

97%

No

2%

2%

3%

3%

3%

Yes

98%

98%

97%

97%

97%

12(1.83)

12(1.68)

12(1.86)

12(1.96)

11 (2.05)

Median

12

12

12

12

12

Range

3-17

5-17

5-16

3-17

3-17

Variable
Dep. Living with Defendant

Primary Language
English
Other

Able to Read

Able to Write

Level o f Education
Mean (SD)
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Table 10
Health Descriptive Data
ALL
Variable

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

86%

85%

89%

83%

91%

Yes

14%

15%

11%

17%

9%

No

94%

94%

91%

94%

96%

Yes

6%

6%

9%

6%

4%

No

87%

85%

85%

87%

93%

Yes

13%

15%

15%

13%

7%

No

77%

80%

76%

77%

65%

Yes

23%

20%

24%

23%

35%

No

76%

76%

79%

76%

66%

Yes

24%

24%

21%

24%

34%

No

78%

76%

73%

85%

80%

Yes

22%

24%

27%

15%

20%

No

64%

56%

63%

75%

75%

Yes

36%

44%

37%

25%

25%

PHYSICAL/MENTAL:
Current Physical Health Problems

Current Mental Health Problems

Current Physical/Mental Health TX

SUBSTANCE ABUSE:
Current Alcohol Abuse

Prior Alcohol Abuse

Current Drug Abuse

Prior Drug Abuse
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Table 10 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

98%

98%

97%

98%

99%

Yes

2%

2%

3%

2%

1%

Variable
Current Drug/Alcohol TX
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Table 11
Community and General Stability Descriptive Data
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n= 1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

5%

3%

8%

7%

3%

Yes

95%

97%

92%

93%

97%

Less than 1 Year

39%

41%

44%

38%

30%

1 Year or more

61%

59%

56%

62%

70%

No

24%

24%

31%

17%

28%

Yes

76%

76%

69%

83%

72%

Variable
RESIDENCE:
Fixed Address

Time at Current Address

Home Phone

Years in Area
Mean (SD)

16.28(14.04) 17.54(14.15) 14.02(13.89) 14.22 (13.02) 17.13(15.07)

Median

15

18

14

14

17

Range

0-64

0-64

0-64

0-63

0-55

Years in State
Mean (SD)

20.28(14.18) 18.98(14.25) 20.89(13.4) 21.73(13.74) 22.83(15.05)

Median

20

18

10

11

17

Range

0-66

0-64

0-64

0-63

0-55

.88(1.14)

I (1.22)

.89(1.12)

.74(1.04)

.53 (.81)

Median

1

1

1

0

0

Range

0-12

0-12

0-7

0-8

0-4

Address Changes Last 2 years
Mean (SD)
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Table 11 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n= 1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

35%

36%

41%

28%

42%

Yes

65%

64%

59%

72%

58%

No

38%

7%

41%

77%

100%

Yes

62%

93%

59%

23%

0%

No

36%

42%

33%

26%

36%

Yes

64%

58%

67%

74%

64%

Unemployed or Newly Employed

64%

67%

66%

58%

61%

1 to 3 years

20%

18%

21%

22%

23%

4 or more years

16%

16%

13%

20%

16%

No

56%

61%

54%

45%

60%

Yes

44%

39%

46%

55%

40%

No

88%

86%

91%

91%

87%

Yes

12%

14%

9%

9%

13%

971 (1206)

818(1,000)

999(1154)

1369(1599)

794(930)

Median

800

700

900

1,000

703

Range

0-20,000

0-16,000

0-12,000

0-20,000

0-10,000

Variable
TRANSPORTATION:
Vehicle Access

Public Transportation Access

EMPLOYMENT:
Currently Employed

Length o f Current Employment

Employed During the Last 2 Years

INCOME:
Other Income

Net Monthly Income
Mean
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Table 11 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

94%

93%

94%

95%

95%

Yes

6%

7%

5%

5%

5%

1.57(4.74)

1.6(4.36)

1.94(5.79)

1.45 (4.98)

1.22(4.71)

Median

0

0

0

0

0

Range

0-24

0-24

0-24

0-24

0-24

Variable
EDUCATION:
Currently a Student

Months a Student in last 24
Mean
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Table 12
Criminal History Descriptive Data
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

Misdemeanor

66%

66%

58%

68%

69%

Felony

34%

34%

42%

32%

31%

Theft

17%

19%

11%

18%

10%

Narcotics

11%

12%

16%

5%

13%

FTA

9%

11%

85%

6%

6%

Violent

23%

20%

30%

28%

26%

Traffic

21%

19%

19%

25%

28%

Other

19%

20%

16%

19%

17%

1

68%

71%

65%

64%

68%

2

20%

18%

22%

24%

20%

3 or more

11%

10%

13%

12%

12%

No

95%

95%

97%

96%

97%

Yes

5%

5%

3%

4%

3%

No

77%

74%

77%

80%

79%

Yes

23%

26%

23%

20%

21%

No

86%

86%

81%

89%

89%

Yes

14%

14%

19%

11%

11%

Variable
CURRENT CHARGES:
Charge Type

Charge Category

Total Number of Charges

CURRENT STATUS:
Outstanding Warrants

Pending Charges

Community Supervision
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Table 12 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=l050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

29%

30%

25%

29%

26%

Yes

71%

70%

75%

71%

74%

No

94%

93%

96%

95%

97%

Yes

6%

7%

4%

5%

3%

No

99%

99%

98%

99%

99%

Yes

1%

1%

2%

1%

1%

None

31%

32%

28%

31%

30%

1

16%

16%

14%

19%

17%

2 or more

53%

52%

58%

50%

53%

No

74%

74%

67%

78%

70%

Yes

26%

26%

33%

22%

30%

None

42%

42%

40%

45%

42%

1

19%

18%

20%

21%

19%

2 or more

39%

40%

40%

34%

39%

No

83%

84%

75%

86%

84%

Yes

17%

16%

25%

14%

16%

Variable
PRIOR HISTORY:
Criminal History

Prior Revocations

Prior Escape or Flight

Misdemeanor Convictions

Felony Convictions

Misdemeanor Convictions last 5 years

Felony Convictions last 5 years
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Table 12 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n = l971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

None

85%

81%

88%

87%

93%

1

10%

11%

8%

9%

4%

2 or more

6%

7%

4%

4%

3%

None

82%

81%

81%

85%

77%

1

11%

11%

11%

10%

13%

2 or more

7%

8%

8%

6%

10%

None

82%

84%

73%

82%

84%

1

10%

9%

17%

10%

9%

2 or more

8%

7%

10%

8%

7%

Variable
FTA Convictions

Violent Convictions

Drug Convictions
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APPENDIX I
DATA ANALYSIS— BIVARIATE STATISTICS

Table 13

Demographic Bivariate Data

Variable

ALL

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=I050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

Age
Successful
Mean (SD)

31.4 l b( 10.24) 30.61 (9.74) 31.33(10.89) 32.39b( 10.73) 32.94“ (10.44)

Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)

30.04 (9.82)

30.85(10.27) 29.63 (9.25)

28.51 (9.43)

29.02 (8.38)

Sex'
Male

71%b

69%b

66%

74%b

74%

Female

80%

78%

72%

89%

80%

White

76%“

71%

75%“

78%

86%

Black

70%

71%

60%

74%

73%

Other

79%

77%

80%

83%

100%

Never Married

69%b

69%

67%

72%b

70%

Married

79%

72%

68%

90%

82%

No Longer Married

74%

75%

71%

72%

79%

None

71%

69%

74%

71%“

81%“

1

72%

71%

72%

78%

61%

2

73%

67%

51%

85%

85%

3 or more

76%

79%

63%

82%

69%

Race1

Marital Status'

Dependents'
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Table 13 Continued
ALL

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

None

71%

69%

69%

73%a

76%

1

74%

69%

72%

84%

72%

2

76%

74%

55%

87%

79%

3 or more

78%

80%

68%

82%

67%

11.81 (1.86)

12.03 (1.66)

11.74(1.84)

11.6 (2.03)

11.33 (2.2)

11.7(1.74)

11.96(1.72)

11.39(1.9)

11.39(1.68)

11.27(1.54)

Variable
Dep. Living with Defendant1

Level o f Education
Successful
Mean (SD)
Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)

Note: 1 values represent percent successful
3 categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.05
b categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.01
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Table 14
Health Bivariate Data
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

72%

71%

66%“

76%

75%

Yes

76%

70%

88%

84%

79%

No

73%

71%

68%

78%

75%

Yes

72%

72%

73%

70%

75%

No

73%

71%

67%

77%

74%

Yes

73%

68%

75%

81%

86%

No

73%

71%

69%

79%

70%*

Yes

73%

71%

65%

72%

84%

No

73%

71%

69%

79%

74%

Yes

72%

71%

65%

71%

77%

No

76%b

74%b

76%b

79%

76%

Yes

61%

60%

47%

70%

71%

Variable
PHYSICAL/MENTAL1:
Current Physical Health Problems

Current Mental Health Problems

Current Physical/Mental Health TX

SUBSTANCE ABUSE1:
Current Alcohol Abuse

Prior Alcohol Abuse

Current Drug Abuse
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Table 14 Continued
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

79%b

78%b

78%b

81%b

77%

Yes

62%

62%

52%

67%

68%

Variable
Prior Drug Abuse

Note: 1values represent percent successful
J categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.05
bcategories within this variable are significantly different at p <.01
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Table 15
Community and General Stability Bivariate Data
ALL

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

62%*

71%

74%

47%b

50%

Yes

73%

71%

68%

80%

76%

Less than I Year

69%b

70%

65%

67%b

70%

I Year or more

75%

72%

70%

84%

77%

No

64%b

65%*

64%

59%b

66%*

Yes

75%

73%

70%

81%

79%

16.3 (14.05)

17.32(13.99)

12.99(14)

16.21(14.01

18.09(14.55)

16.23(13.47)

20.6(14.36)

18.96(14.2)

20.14(14.03) 22.49a (14.03) 24.4b(15.14)

19.44(13.66)

19.02(14.4)

22.51(11.89)

.86(1.14)

.99(1.21)

.98(1.21)

.69“ (1.02)

.49 (.8)

.92 (1.14)

1.03 (1.24)

.71 (.87)

.9 (1.08)

.65 (.84)

Variable
RESIDENCE:
Fixed Address'

Time at Current Address'

Home Phone'

Years in Area
Successful
Mean (SD)

14.91* (13.38) 18.11 (15.16)

Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)

11.86(11.44) 14.19(14.54)

Years in State
Successful
Mean (SD)
Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)

19.1(12.37) 18.13(13.91)

Address Changes Last 2 years
Successful
Mean (SD)
Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)
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Table 15 Continued
ALL

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=I971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

64%b

66%b

60%a

61%b

65%b

Yes

77%

74%

73%

84%

83%

No

76%b

79%

72%

78%

n/a2

Yes

70%

70%

65%

76%

N/A

No

69%a

68%

63%

73%

78%

Yes

74%

73%

71%

79%

73%

70%b

68%b

63%

76%

73%

1 to 3 years

74%

72%

76%

76%

72%

4 or more years

81%

80%

80%

83%

85%

No

68%b

67%b

61%b

75%

71%

Yes

78%

77%

77%

80%

81%

No

72%

71%

69%

77%

74%

Yes

74%

70%

64%

86%

82%

Variable
TRANSPORTATION:
Vehicle Access1

Public Transportation Access1

EMPLOYMENT:
Currently Employed1

Length of Current Employment
Unemployed or Newly Employed

Employed for the Last 2 Years

INCOME:
Other Income1
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Table 15 Continued

Variable

ALL

Large Urban

Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

1029b(1284)

848b(1031)

1092 (1306)

1456s( I 697)

812(1010)

818(958)

745(967)

802 (700)

1071 (1163)

741 (632)

Net Monthly Income3
Successful
Mean (SD)
Unsuccessful
Mean (SD)

Note: 1values represent percent successful; 1public transportation was not available in this community
typ e;3 numbers have been rounded to the nearest whole dollar
s categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.05
bcategories within this variable are significantly different at p <.01
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Table 16
Criminal History Bivariate Data
ALL

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

Misdemeanor

77%b

74%b

79%b

82%b

8l% b

Felony

64%

65%

53%

68%

61%

Theft

66%b

64%b

64%

72%

71%

Narcotics

60%

59%

50%

74%

65%

FTA

72%

73%

67%

62%

92%

Violent

76%

73%

73%

83%

78%

Traffic

77%

75%

80%

79%

78%

Other

76%

79%

66%

78%

69%

1

74%

72%

69%

77%

78%

2

71%

69%

69%

79%

66%

3 or more

69%

66%

63%

75%

72%

No

74%b

72%b

68%

79%b

75%

Yes

51%

52%

57%

43%

67%

No

77%b

75%b

75%b

82%b

79%b

Yes

57%

58%

44%

57%

60%

No

75%b

73%b

74%b

79%*

75%

Yes

60%

61%

43%

67%

74%

Variable
CURRENT CHARGES1:
Charge Type

Charge Category

Total Number of Charges

CURRENT STATUS':
Outstanding Warrants

Pending Charges

Community Supervision
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Table 16 Continued
ALL
Variable

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n=1971)

(n=I050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

No

84%b

83%b

90%b

84%a

84%

Yes

68%

66%

61%

75%

72%

No

74% b

72% b

68%

78% 1

75%

Yes

58%

52%

78%

60%

86%

None

83% b

82% b

85% b

85% b

84%

1

76%

70%

75%

87%

77%

2 or more

65%

65%

58%

69%

69%

No

77% b

75% b

77% b

79%

79% a

Yes

61%

59%

50%

71%

65%

None

82% b

79% b

80% b

87% b

83%

1

73%

71%

65%

81%

68%

2 or more

63%

62%

58%

62%

70%

No

75%b

73% b

75% b

80% b

76%

Yes

60%

61%

47%

64%

68%

PRIOR HISTORY1:
Criminal History

Prior Revocations

Misdemeanor Convictions

Felony Convictions

Misdemeanor Convictions last 5 years

lony Convictions last 5 years
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Table 16 Continued
ALL
Variable

Large Urban Small Urban

Mixed

Rural

(n = l971)

(n=1050)

(n=235)

(n=478)

(n=208)

None

75%b

74%b

69%

80%b

77%

1

67%

64%

68%

74%

63%

2 or more

44%

46%

44%

38%

43%

None

75%b

73%b

71%

80%b

80%b

1

66%

66%

63%

74%

57%

2 or more

53%

54%

50%

44%

60%

None

76%b

73%b

76%b

80%*

79%b

1

60%

60%

51%

67%

63%

2 or more

56%

60%

38%

67%

47%

FTA Convictions

Violent Convictions

Drug Convictions

Note: 1values represent percent successful
a categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.05
b categories within this variable are significantly different at p <.01
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APPENDIX J
DATA ANALYSIS—MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
Table 17
Results fo r All Community Types (ALL)
Variable

eB

95% Cl

B (SE)

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

1.557

1.250- 1.938

.443 (.112)

15.635

.000

Pending charges exist

1.984

1.565-2.515

.685 (.121)

31.997

.000

Outstanding warrants exist

2.060

1 .2 8 2 -3 .3 11

.723 (.242)

8.911

.003

8.766

.012

Misdemeanor convictions
None

1.0

Reference

One

1.346

.9 5 3 - 1.901

.297 (.176)

2.844

.092

Two or more

1.541

1.157-2.053

.432 (.146)

8.736

.003

1.314

1.026- 1.683

.273 (.126)

4.666

.031

16.187

.000

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

.954

.671 - 1.355

-.047 (.179)

.070

.792

2.319

1.522-3.532

.841 (.215)

15.336

.000

At current address less than 1 year

1.281

1.029- 1.596

.248 (.112)

4.927

.026

Does not have a home phone

1.461

1.146-1.863

.379 (.124)

9.306

.002

Does not have vehicle access

1.354

1.085-1.690

.303 (.113)

7.177

.007

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.279

1.023- 1.599

.246 (.114)

4.650

.031

Has a history o f drug abuse

1.450

1.153-1.823

.372 (.117)

10.122

.001

-1.224 (.171)

51.524

.000

One
Two or more

Constant

.294

Note: Model statistic: X2 (13) = 233.038, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= . 161
Goodness of fit: x2(&)= 17.370, p = .026. Overall predicted correctly = 65.0 %
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Table 18
Results for Large Urban Community Type
Variable

eB

95% Cl

B (SE)

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

1.520

1.107-2.087

.419 (.162)

6.697

.010

Pending charges exist

1.645

1.209 - 2.240

.498 (.157)

10.005

.002

Outstanding warrants exist

1.984

1.109-3.550

.685 (.297)

5.325

.021

Has a criminal history

1.703

1.191-2.436

.532 (.183)

8.506

.004

11.725

.003

FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

One

1.107

.7 2 2 - 1.696

.101 (.218)

.216

.642

Two or more

2.387

1.45-3.928

.870 (.254)

11.712

.001

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.419

1.053- 1.912

.350 (.152)

5.286

.021

Has a history of drug abuse

1.581

1.182-2.116

.458 (.148)

9.534

.002

-1.719 (.176)

94.933

.000

Constant

.179

Note: Model statistic: x2(8) = 88.519,/? < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= .115
Goodness o f fit: x*(8) = 10.839,/? = .211. Overall predicted correctly = 63.1 %
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Table 19
Results fo r Small Urban Community Type
Variable

eB

95% Cl

B(SE)

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

2.850

1.457-5.573

1.047 (.342)

9.369

.002

Pending charges exist

3.727

1.807-7.691

1.316 (.370)

12.675

.000

Has a criminal history

4.845

1.842-12.746

1.578 (.493)

10.226

.001

No physical health problem

6.117

1.579-23.697

1.811 (.691)

6.871

.009

Is currently abusing drugs

3.129

1.549-6.323

1.141 (.359)

10.107

.001

-3.104 (.513)

36.650

.000

Constant

Note: Model statistic: f

.045

(5) = 66.237, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = .344

Goodness of fit: f (7) = 16.129,p = .024. Overall predicted correctly = 71.5 %
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Table 20
Results fo r Mixed Community Type
V a ria b le

eB

95% Cl

B (S E )

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

1.718

1.053-2.802

.541 (.250)

4.693

.030

Pending charges exist

2.693

1.553-4.672

.991 (.281)

12.426

.000

Outstanding warrants exist

3.339

1.234-9.031

1.206 (.508)

5.640

.018

11.717

.003

FT A convictions
None

1.0

Reference

.990

.442-2.219

-.010 (.412)

.001

.981

6.182

2 .1 6 4 - 17.662

1.822 (.536)

11.570

.001

At current address less than I year

2.686

1.662-4.385

.988 (.245)

16.268

.000

Sex is male

3.967

1.887-8.413

1.378 (.379)

13.214

.000

-1.069 (.218)

24.000

.000

One
Two or more

Constant

.343

Note: Model statistic: %2 (7) = 79.080, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= .232
Goodness of fit: f (6) = 3.258, p = .776. Overall predicted correctly = 70.3%
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Table 21
Results fo r Rural Community Type
eB

95% Cl

Charge type is felony

2.990

1.438-6.218

1.095 (.374)

8.601

.003

Has a criminal history

2.412

1.015-5.730

.881 (.441)

3.978

.046

9.740

.008

Variable

B

(SE)

Violent convictions
None

Wald

P

1.0

Reference

One

4.253

1.563 - 11.570

1.448 (.511)

8.038

.005

Two or more

3.365

1.053-10.757

1.213 (.593)

4.188

.041

Number of years in state

1.047

1.019-1.076

.046 (.014)

11.146

.001

Does not have a home phone

2.467

1.155-5.267

.903 (.387)

5.453

.020

Does not have vehicle access

2.257

1.106 - 4.606

.814 (.364)

5.005

.025

-.246 (.570)

.187

.665

Constant

.782

Note: Model statistic: x* (7) = 42.004, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo Rr = .271
Goodness of fit: - f (8) = 2.203, p = .974. Overall predicted correctly = 74.0 %
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Table 22
Results for ALL Community Types with Community Type Variable Added
Variable

eB

95% Cl

B (SE)

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

1.550

1.244-1.932

.438 (.112)

15.225

.000

Pending charges exist

1.982

1.563-2.513

.684 (.121)

31.894

.000

Outstanding warrants exist

2.070

1.288-3.336

.729 (.243)

9.020

.003

8.862

.012

Misdemeanor convictions
None

1.0

Reference

One

1.357

.960-1.917

.305 (.176)

2.987

.084

Two or more

1.546

1.160 - 2.062

.436 (.147)

8.815

.003

1.309

1.021 - 1.678

.269 (.126)

4.494

.034

16.117

.000

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

.953

.669-1.357

-.048 (.180)

.072

.789

2.319

1.519-3.539

.841 (.216)

15.188

.000

At current address less than 1 year

1.280

1.028- 1.594

.247 (.112)

4.846

.028

Does not have a home phone

1.441

1.129- 1.842

.366 (.125)

8.610

.003

Does not have vehicle access

1.348

1.078-1.686

.299 (.114)

6.917

.009

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.270

1.014- 1.591

.239 (.115)

4.328

.037

Has a history of drug abuse

1.429

1.132- 1.804

.357 (.119)

9.025

.003

1.902

.593

One
Two or more

Community type
Large urban

1.0

Reference

Small urban

1.129

.810-1.572

.121 (.169)

.512

.474

Mixed

.876

.6 65-1.154

-.133 (.141)

.890

.346

Rural

.943

.6 5 4 - 1.360

-.059 (.187)

.099

.753

Constant

.297

-1.214 (.178)

46.357

.000

Note: Model statistic: x2 (13) = 233.038, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R1= .161
Goodness of fit: x2 (8) = 17.370, p = .026. Overall predicted correctly = 65.0 %
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Table 23
ALL Model Applied to the Large Urban Community Type
Variable

eB

95% Cl

B

(SE)

Wald

P

Charge type is felony

1.246

.928 - 1.673

.220 (.150)

2.140

.143

Pending charges exist

1.721

1.259-2.353

.543 (.159)

11.585

.001

Outstanding warrants exist

2.019

1.120-3.643

.703 (.301)

5.454

.020

4.793

.091

Misdemeanor convictions
1.0

Reference

One

1.607

1.027-2.513

.474 (.228)

4.321

.038

Two or more

1.384

.940 - 2.036

.325 (.197)

2.714

.099

1.409

1.012-1.963

.343 (.169)

4.119

.042

10.329

.006

None

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

One

1.122

.7 2 3 - 1.740

.115 (.224)

.265

.607

Two or more

2.336

1.392-3.921

.848 (.264)

10.305

.001

At current address less than 1 year

1.082

.8 0 8 - 1.449

.079 (.149)

.282

.596

Does not have a home phone

1.322

1.053- 1.830

.279 (.166)

2.821

.093

Does not have vehicle access

1.133

.8 4 3 - 1.523

.125 (.151)

.685

.408

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.331

.9 7 8 - 1.811

.286 (.157)

3.333

.068

Has a history o f drug abuse

1.487

1.100 - 2.009

.397 (.154)

6.670

.010

-1.361 (.228)

35.582

.000

Constant

.256

Note: Model statistic: x2 (13) = 95.890, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= .125
Goodness o f fit: x2 (8) = 15.076, p —.058. Overall predicted correctly = 63.3 %
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Table 24
ALL Model Applied to the Small Urban Community Type
eB

95% Cl

Charge type is felony

3.087

1.527 - 6.240

1.127 (.359)

9.857

.002

Pending charges exist

3.372

1.601 -7 .0 9 9

1.215 (.380)

10.234

.001

.772

.123-4.864

-.258 (.939)

.076

.783

4.677

.096

Variable

Outstanding warrants exist

B (SE)

Misdemeanor convictions
None

Wald

P

1.0

Reference

One

1.766

.545-5.718

.569 (.599)

.900

.343

Two or more

2.642

1.088-6.414

.971 (.453)

4.608

.032

1.613

.779 - 3.342

.478 (.372)

1.656

.198

2.631

.268

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

.550

.1 6 4 - 1.845

-.597 (.617)

.937

.333

2.702

.5 6 4 - 12.951

.994 (.800)

1.545

.214

1.372

.707 - 2.660

.316(.338)

.873

.350

Does not have a home phone

.981

.4 8 4 - 1.991

-.019 (.361)

.003

.958

Does not have vehicle access

.843

.401 - 1.771

-.171 (.379)

.204

.651

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.788

.906 - 3.529

.581 (.347)

2.798

.094

Has a history of drug abuse

1.747

.850 - 3.593

.558 (.368)

2.301

.129

-.2.389 (.568)

17.672

.000

One
Two or more
At current address less than 1 year

Constant

.092

Note: Model statistic: y? (13) = 58.400,/? < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2 = .308
Goodness o f fit: %Z (8) = 3.952, p = .861. Overall predicted correctly = 74.9%
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Table 25
ALL Model Applied to the Mixed Community Type
eB

95% Cl

B

Charge type is felony

1.534

.932 - 2.527

.428 (.255)

2.829

.093

Pending charges exist

2.219

1.264 - 3.893

.797 (.287)

7.715

.005

Outstanding warrants exist

3.290

1.203-9.003

1.191 (.514)

5.378

.020

2.932

.231

Variable

(SE)

Misdemeanor convictions
None
One
Two or more
Has a prior felony conviction

P

1.0

Reference

.853

.385-1.888

-.160 (.406)

.155

.694

1.509

.798-2.851

.411 (.325)

1.603

.205

.749

.404-1.389

-.289 (.315)

.840

.359

4.813

.090

FTA convictions
None

Wald

1.0

Reference

.763

.3 3 0 - 1.762

-.271 (.427)

.402

.526

2.874

1.004-8.231

1.056 (.537)

3.869

.049

At current address less than 1 year

1.904

1.148-3.157

.644 (.258)

6.231

.013

Does not have a home phone

1.840

1.014-3.340

.610 (.304)

4.017

.045

Does not have vehicle access

1.954

1.165-3.279

.670 (.264)

6.418

.011

.889

.541 - 1.459

-.118 (.253)

.215

.643

1.401

.791 -2.480

.337 (.291)

1.338

.247

-.697 (.390)

3.192

.074

One
Two or more

Has not been employed past 2 years
Has a history of drug abuse
Constant

.498

Note: Model statistic: '/C (13) = 82.096, p <.01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= .240
Goodness o f fit: x2 (8) = 10.340, p = .242. Overall predicted correctly = 70.1%
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Table 26
ALL Model Applied to the Rural Community Type
W ald

eB

95% Cl

Charge type is felony

2.734

1.318-5.672

1.006 (.372)

7.304

.007

Pending charges exist

2.256

.953 - 5.339

.813 (.440)

3.425

.064

Outstanding warrants exist

1.216

.1 0 3 - 14.389

.195(1.261)

.024

.877

.403

.818

Variable

B(SE)

Misdemeanor convictions
None

P

1.0

Reference

One

1.305

.399-4.274

.266 (.605)

.194

.660

Two or more

1.365

.517-3.602

.311 (.495)

.395

.530

1.579

.715-3.488

.457 (.404)

1.276

.259

2.408

.300

Has a prior felony conviction
FTA convictions
None

1.0

Reference

One

1.951

.317-11.989

.668 (.926)

.520

.471

Two or more

3.639

.613-21.593

1.292 (.908)

2.022

.155

At current address less than 1 year

1.448

.683-3.067

.370 (.383)

.935

.334

Does not have a home phone

2.166

.995-4.717

.773 (.397)

3.801

.051

Does not have vehicle access

2.680

1.290-5.568

.986 (.373)

6.978

.008

Has not been employed past 2 years

1.151

.540 - 2.454

.141 (.386)

.132

.716

Has a history o f drug abuse

.976

.419-2.274

-.025 (.432)

.003

.954

Constant

.463

-.770 (.503)

2.340

.126

Note: Model statistic: x2 (13) = 34.179, p < .01; Nagelkerke pseudo R2= .224
Goodness of fit: x2 (8) = 3.290, p = .915. Overall predicted correctly = 70.7 %
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